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Abstract  
Private cyber security companies have predominantly described Chinese cyber operations as 

information gathering. The existing literature in political science on cyber operations, 

however, have largely ignored this aspect of the phenomenon. Instead, the focus has been on 

the potentially destructive effects of cyber operations on digital systems and what this might 

mean for international politics. This thesis takes a more holistic view, seeking to establish to 

what extent Chinese cyber operations in the context of the South China Sea region align with 

the Chinese government’s publicly stated policy objectives.  

 

To illuminate this research objective, I develop a theoretical framework to categorise cyber 

operations as either decision advantage, compellence, or brute force. I draw on numerous 

sources of information to create a data set of likely Chinese cyber operations between 2014 

and 2023. I apply the framework to this data and find that most incidents classify as 

information extraction.  

 

My findings show that Chinese cyber operations align well with their foreign policy. I infer 

the extent of alignment between cyber operations and policy by connecting the target of the 

operations and the effect applied to digital systems to the context in which the operations 

occurred.  The research design presents an embedded case study to capture this logic of 

inference. The overall conclusion is that China collects information through cyber operations 

to obtain decision advantage, understood as a means of reducing the uncertainty of other 

states' intentions in international politics.  

 

The implications of my findings are twofold. Firstly, it underscores the need to analyse the 

alignment between cyber operations and policy. Secondly, it stresses the necessity of studying 

cyber operations as an instrument to achieve decision advantages more broadly. My work 

highlights the importance of developing a more nuanced understanding of the utility of cyber 

operations in international relations.  
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1 Introduction 
A fierce debate on the utility of cyber operations in international relations has been raging for 

the past 30 years (see Ronfeldt and Arquilla 1993). This academic debate has mainly revolved 

around the value of cyber operations in warfare, whether cyber operations can be applied to 

achieve effects of coercion or deterrence towards adversaries, or how cyber operations can be 

used to achieve strategic objectives of warfare without violent state action (see i.e., Borghard 

and Lonergan 2017; Harknett and Smeets 2020a; Nye 2011). Yet, few studies have analysed 

how cyber operations align with a state’s foreign policy objectives. In particular, there is a 

gap in the literature on how cyber operations can support a state’s publicly stated foreign 

policy goals. This thesis seeks to evolve our understanding of cyber operations' utility in 

international politics by analysing the alignment of Chinese cyber operations to publicly 

stated foreign policy objectives. Taking this as a starting point, this thesis will seek to answer 

the following question:  

 

To what extent do Chinese cyber operations in the context of the South China Sea 

region align with the Chinese government’s publicly stated policy objectives?  

 

The research objective is important for four reasons. The first relates to the overarching 

literature: if we want to understand the utility of cyber operations in international relations, it 

is vital to illuminate how cyber operations relate to foreign policy objectives. The second 

relates to China in particular: China has been declared the second strongest cyber power in the 

world (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022). Therefore, it is essential to create a more nuanced 

understanding of Chinese cyber activity. Moreover, China has engaged in conflicts over 

territory in the South China Sea for decades (see i.e., McGregor 1993; Storey 1999). 

Therefore, understanding the utility of cyber operations is valuable because it exemplifies 

how cyber operations plays out in international conflict situations. The fourth reason concerns 

the scope of this thesis: delimiting the research objective to China and the South China Sea 

makes it possible to analyse the highly complex phenomenon of cyber operations while at the 

same time including of the contextual conditions surrounding it.  

 

Chinese cyber operations have predominantly been described as information gathering, by 

retrieving files from systems or surveillance of systems (see i.e., Bermejo, Huang, and Lei 

2017; Check Point Research 2020; Fraser et al. 2019; Insikt Group 2021; Symantec 2023). 
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This activity diverges from a widespread focus on cyber operations that cause destructive or 

disruptive effects to systems (see i.e., Borghard and Lonergan 2017; 2021; Buchanan 2016; 

Buchanan and Cunningham 2020; Fischerkeller and Harknett 2017; Kello 2017; Libicki and 

Tkacheva 2020; Lindsay and Gartzke 2018). The main focus of the literature has resulted in a 

gap on how to understand cyber operations as information extraction.  

 

To provide a solution to this gap, I develop a theoretical framework to categorise cyber 

operations as decision advantage, compellence, or brute force and apply it to original data 

collected for the period between 2014 and 2023. The theoretical framework is developed with 

common effects that malware may create in digital systems as a reference point. Malware is a 

program the intruder installs on a system to change its functionality. The effect can range 

from information extraction by retrieving files or conducting surveillance to more disruptive 

or destructive effects, such as taking down the system or deleting or deleting files. 

Information extraction is understood as an activity conducted to achieve a decision advantage. 

Disruptive and destructive effects are understood as activities to achieve either compellence 

or brute force.  

 

Taken together, I approach the topic in several innovative ways. Firstly, I ask an original 

question of how cyber operations align with broader foreign policy objectives. Despite the 

interest in the utility of cyber operations in international politics, there needs to be more 

research on the relationship between policy and cyber operations. Secondly, I develop a 

theoretical framework that encompasses a more nuanced understanding of cyber operations 

compared to existing theories. Thirdly, I apply this framework to an original dataset 

developed to allow for a more empirically grounded analysis compared to a large portion of 

the previous research on cyber operations.  

 

In the analysis, I find that the overall character of Chinese cyber operations is information 

extraction. This activity in the South China Sea region fits well with publicly stated policy 

objectives. As a result, Chinese cyber operations can be understood as an effort to collect 

information to obtain a decision advantage. The core of this activity is that China gathers 

information to reduce the uncertainty of other states' intentions, consequently gaining an 

advantage in relations to other states.  
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1.1 Theoretical Framework 

Successful intrusions into systems create effects by deleting files, modifying the system's 

functionality, or blocking access. Additionally, it could result in the exfiltration of files or the 

surveillance of activity on the system. I develop a theoretical framework to analyse cyber 

operations as decision advantage, compellence, or brute force. The perspective of decision 

advantage is a novel contribution to the field and builds on intelligence literature. Decision 

advantage is achieved when a state has access to private information about other states’ 

intentions and capabilities. This situation reduces uncertainty, resulting in a higher degree of 

outcomes in line with the state's policy objectives (Sims 2022). Compellence is achieved 

through the threat of harm to redirect their current course of action or to take an action that the 

initiator of the cyber operations prefers (Schelling 2008). Brute force achieves desired 

outcomes directly by reducing the adversary’s strength by denying access to information or 

taking down systems to induce confusion or panic in the target (Schelling 2008; Siedler 

2016). Overall, these categories of cyber operations are understood as means of controlling or 

shaping outcomes of international relations in your favour.  

 

1.2 Research Design 

To better understand how Chinese cyber operations align with their policy objectives, I create 

a scheme to classify cyber operations as either information extraction, compellence, or brute 

force and apply that to an original dataset of cyber operations. This framework, in turn, is 

discussed against the backdrop of Chinese policy in the same time frame. The extent of 

alignment between these observations is inferred by connecting the target chosen for intrusion 

and the effect applied to the system to the context in which these operations occurred. The 

research design presents an embedded case study to capture this logic of inference. The case 

study has been described as an analysis of a contemporary phenomenon within its context 

(Yin 2009, 18). Cyber operations are the phenomenon, and policy objectives are regarded as 

the context in which the phenomenon occurs. The research design is chosen because placing 

the phenomenon in its context is vital to answer the research objective of finding out whether 

policy and practice are aligned. The embedded aspect of the research design is introduced 

through one case but multiple units of analysis. These units will be called cyber units, 

understood as the actors conducting cyber operations.  
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The dataset includes cyber operations conducted by cyber units in the South China Sea 

region. The process of gathering information has included establishing which actors were 

active in the region in the given period and retrieving information on specific activities 

conducted by the different cyber units. The main source of information on these activities are 

private security companies, which offer security solutions to computer systems. These 

security companies use different names to mean the same actor. Therefore, collecting 

information on Chinese cyber operations included merging information on aliases for the 

same actor used by different companies.  

 

This information collection resulted in a list of 50 incidents of cyber operations from 2005 to 

2023. While limited in size, no previous study has approached this topic in such a 

comprehensive way (see i.e., Harknett and Smeets 2022; Lindsay and Gartzke 2018). Instead, 

existing research has focused on theoretical concepts, referring to specific incidents of cyber 

operations to support a theoretical argument (see i.e., Lindsay and Gartzke 2018; Nye Jr. 

2016; Smeets 2018). Consequently, the dataset is an attempt to broaden the empirical scope 

by systematically including all the openly available information on Chinese cyber activity in 

the South China Sea region. The period between 2014 and 2023 yielded the most detailed 

information on cyber activity. Accordingly, the analysis will award more in-depth attention to 

this period.  

 

1.3 Case Selection 

The thesis focuses on analysing China as a case study for several reasons. Firstly, China has 

been described as the second strongest cyber power in the world (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 

2022). If we assume that cyber operations are a source of power through increased influence, 

it becomes essential to deepen our understanding of how China employs this source of power 

in relations with other states. Secondly, South-East Asia emerged as the primary target for 

cyber operations in 2022, with 31% of all cyber operations reported in that area (IBM 

Security X-Force 2023, 7). The South China Sea region is also described as a region of 

heightened conflict. By examining Chinese cyber activities in this region, we can gain 

insights into the application of cyber operations toward countries with whom China shares an 

antagonistic relationship. 
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Furthermore, publicly available information provided by private security firms reveals that 

Chinese cyber activities deviate from the prevailing understanding found in the majority of 

the existing literature (see i.e., Bermejo, Huang, and Lei 2017; Check Point Research 2020; 

Fraser et al. 2019; Insikt Group 2021; Symantec 2023). These companies characterise Chinese 

cyber activity as espionage or intelligence operations, primarily focused on retrieving 

information through file extraction or surveillance of the systems. Consequently, examining 

Chinese cyber operations in the context of the South China Sea can shed light on an 

alternative perspective on how states engage in cyber operations. The need for an alternative 

perspective gains further support from previous research indicating that the destructive 

potential of cyber operations is limited. For instance, increasing the effectiveness of cyber 

operations makes them more easy to be detected (see Maschmeyer 2021). This research 

underscores the need to explore state activities in cyberspace that involve information 

extraction. 

 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis is structured in the following way. Firstly, I will introduce some technical details of 

cyber operations that I will use as a reference point for the theoretical framework. Secondly, I 

present the theoretical framework I have developed, consisting of decision advantage, 

compellence, and brute force. Thirdly, the research design and case selection are presented. 

The research design introduces the logic of the analysis, the strategy of the embedded case 

study, and the case selection of China in the South China Sea. The research design chapter 

also introduces some reflections on issues connected to drawing inferences based on the 

openly available empirical material on Chinese cyber operations. Lastly, the analysis is 

presented, followed by a section on suggestions for future research.  
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2 Means of Intrusion in Cyber Operations  
Any analysis of cyber operations requires understanding some technical details. The 

following section will introduce the technical details of cyber operations that this thesis will 

use as a reference point. Cyber operations, in general, start with an intrusion into a computer 

or system. An intrusion could be achieved using a range of methods. A commonly used 

technique is to introduce malware to the system. Malware is designed to modify how a system 

functions or to gain access to the computer or system without authorisation. Actors, who have 

access to significant resources may develop customised malware with a specific system or 

program in mind. However, there are also malware programs that are publicly available. 

These are often developed with a widely used program in mind, such as Microsoft Outlook.  

 

Malware functions by exploiting vulnerabilities in the system. Computer systems are complex 

and comprise of multiple software components and layers of defence. Each component and 

layer are designed to prevent unauthorized access. However, vulnerabilities can exist within 

these components and layers. A vulnerability could be a programming error, a design flaw, or 

a configuration oversight. These vulnerabilities provide entry points for malware to penetrate 

the system’s defences. The exploitation of vulnerabilities is accomplished by writing a 

malware program that may inject malicious code into software, taking advantage of a flaw in 

how the application handles input. Once the injected code is executed, the intruder may 

control the system. This control may result in the ability to induce an effect on the systems, 

such as deletion modification of files or programs, blocking access to the system, or shutting 

down the system. Blocking access and shutting down the system could be achieved by 

consuming a lot of the system’s resources, thereby causing the system to slow down or crash. 

If the system has crashed of slowed down, it will make it difficult or impossible to use the 

system. Alternatively, the malware could function by modifying or disrupting the system's 

normal operations. Moreover, the malware may give the intruder access to extract data from 

the system or conduct surveillance of the system.  

 

A widely used method to gain access to a system is called phishing. The central tactic consists 

of sending files containing the malware program to email addresses associated with the 

specific system targeted for an intrusion. The malware is installed on the system if the 

recipient opens the file. Social engineering is often used to execute this technique, wherein the 

attacker sends an email from a trusted address and uses a convincing topic written in a 
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familiar language. The attacker can analyse the victim's contacts and previous email 

exchanges to craft a message that appears authentic and attach a malicious link to the email 

(Maybaum 2013). Phishing as a method of gaining control over a system or computer 

accounted for over 80 per cent of the cyber operations analysed by Check Point Research in 

2020 and 2021 (Check Point Research 2022, 36).  

 

A second common technique consists of uploading malware onto web servers and tricking 

users into downloading it onto their computers. With this technique, a successful intrusion can  

be accomplished by sending emails containing the download link or redirecting users to a 

customised website that installs the malware on the target system. This method is commonly 

called a "drive-by compromise" (Maybaum 2013). A third common intrusion technique 

consists of exploiting weaknesses in a service provider’s infrastructure or systema to gain 

access to the clients connect to or reliant on that service provider. A service provider can refer 

to an organization that offers services such as internet connectivity, cloud services or any 

other service that is used by multiple customers. Service provider as valued targets because 

their clients may include entities in government, research, or critical infrastructure. This 

technique is commonly referred to as "supply-chain compromise" (Microsoft 2022). And 

lastly, intrusions can also be facilitated by the abuse of valid user credentials. This technique 

enables access to systems without the use of malware but rather through valid usernames and 

passwords (CrowdStrike 2023, 10).  

 

Having successfully exploited a target system or gained access to the system due to 

misconfigurations, user mistakes, or valid credentials, the malicious actions intended to be 

carried out on the target system may require the installation of additional software. Typically, 

this software is a Remote Access Tool (RAT) that creates a "backdoor" for the attacker to 

gain control over the system. To be effective, the RAT must be installed discreetly and 

persistently and be resilient to patches and new software installations, ensuring that it remains 

undetected by the system's users. Using the RAT, the attacker can establish a command-and-

control structure, enabling them to submit commands to the target system by communicating 

with the RAT. This communication can be concealed within legitimate network traffic, 

reducing the risk of detection (Maybaum 2013). 

 

Based on how malware can be configured to affect systems in certain ways, this thesis will 

include a twofold understanding of an incident of a cyber operation. As mentioned above, the 
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effect could either be the deletion of files, the modification of a system’s functionality, or the 

blocking of access, or it could result in data extraction or surveillance of the system. Based on 

these technical details, cyber operations are understood as a means to employ disruptive or 

destructive effects on a system or a tool to extract information, such as transferring or copying 

data or taking screenshots, or by conducting surveillance on systems by, for example 

monitoring data traffic or capturing the keyboard inputs made by a computer user. One 

incident of a cyber operation is understood as an attempt to implant these effects on a system.  

Furthermore, an important characteristic is that an incident of a cyber operation is an intrusion 

conducted by an actor who gains unauthorised access to systems. In this thesis, this type of 

actor is referred to as a “cyber unit”. The combined set of incidents of cyber operations that 

these actors initiate is referred to as cyber unit activity. When a set of cyber units is said to 

work as a part of a state entity or as a contractor of a state entity, the combined incidents of 

these cyber units are referred to as state cyber activity.  

 

To clarify, I will present the following definitions of central terms that will be used in this 

thesis.  

 

 

Term Description  

Incident of Cyber 

Operation 

Unauthorised access to a system or computer with the aim 

of retrieving information or implementing an effect.  

Information Extraction  Exploit vulnerabilities to extract files, key-log or conduct 

surveillance of a system.  

Disruption Exploit vulnerabilities to consume a lot of the system’s 

resources, thereby causing the system to slow down or 

crash.  

Destruction  Exploit vulnerabilities to delete or modify files or 

programs on the system.  

Denial  Exploit vulnerabilities to disrupt the systems normal 

operations.  

Cyber Unit The actor conducting cyber operations, in some cases as a 

part of a state entity or as a contractor of a state.  

Table I 
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Cyber Unit Activity The combined set of incidents conducted by a specific 

Cyber Unit. 

State Cyber Activity All the combined incidents of cyber operations attributed 

to Cyber Units acting on behalf of a specific state. 
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3 Literature Review 
The literature on cyber operations has moved through several waves. In the following 

sections, I explore each of the debates that characterise the literature on cyber operations.  

The initial focus in the literature was the potential of cyber operations to create devastating 

effects on critical infrastructure and thus become a central aspect of modern warfare (Clarke 

and Knake 2010; Goodman 2010; Lynn 2010; Nye 2011). Subsequently, a discussion on the 

relevance of traditional strategic concepts, such as deterrence, coercion, escalation, and the 

security dilemma, became central focal points. The common denominator in all the 

contributions is that the main effect of cyber operations is regarded as disruption or 

destruction (Borghard and Lonergan 2017; 2021; Buchanan 2016; Buchanan and Cunningham 

2020; Fischerkeller and Harknett 2017; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Harknett and Fischerkeller 

2019; Kello 2017; Libicki and Tkacheva 2020; Lindsay and Gartzke 2018; Nye 2017).  

 

The pessimistic conclusion of the feasibility of strategic concepts was developed parallel to a 

turn towards an alternative understanding of cyber operations as a form of covert action (see 

Devanny, Martin, and Stevens 2021; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Rovner 2019; Stout and 

Warner 2018; Warner 2019). A unifying characteristic of most of these contributions is that 

they focus on cyber operations as a form of disruption, meaning that cyber operations should 

and will create some kind of detrimental effect, such as denying access to a system, deleting 

files, or changing the functionality of a system. These are central loci points for describing 

how and why cyber operations will influence relations between states.  

 

3.1 An Alarmist Debate 

The first article on the utility of cyber operations in international politics was published in 

1993 (Ronfeldt and Arquilla 1993). In this article, the authors define a “cyber war” as a 

situation characterised by targeting systems of information and communication through 

disruptive or destructive cyber-attacks (Ronfeldt and Arquilla 1993, 45). This perspective was 

extended when the debate became more active around 2010. The beginnings of this academic 

debate were focused on what I choose to call an alarmist debate. This early theorising 

envisioned cyber conflict as warfare. The literature centred around the potential for physical 

destruction of critical civil and military infrastructure, where conventionally weaker 

adversaries could severely threaten the civil and military infrastructure of a stronger state. The 

central assumption was that a low-cost/high-reward calculus would characterise conflict 
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through cyberspace. Accordingly, given the numerous potential vulnerabilities that might be 

exploited, a defence would be almost impossible to achieve. Following this logic, the offence 

would hold the advantage in cyberspace. The main implication of this assumption was a fear 

of destructive attacks, paralysing critical civilian and military infrastructure. Former US 

Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn summarised this perception in the following 

terms: “A dozen determined computer programmers can, if they find a suitable vulnerability 

to exploit, threaten the United States’ global logistics network, steal its operational plans, 

blind its intelligence capabilities, or hinder its ability to deliver weapons on target” (2010, 98–

99).  

 

Others echoed cyber operations’ destructive potential. Clarke and Knake (2010) pointed to a 

potential change in asymmetrical warfare, where small states could bring strong powers to 

their knees through cyber-attacks. Small states would get a change to challenge stronger states 

due to the possible of a surprise attack because battle preparation in cyberspace would not be 

visible. Moreover, the authors included a description of a hypothetical scenario with severe 

physical consequences as a result of cyber-attacks. The catastrophic depiction involved 

aircraft colliding, trains derailing, and nuclear plants shutting down (Clarke and Knake 2010). 

Since the offence was presumed to hold an advantage in cyberspace, deterrence was identified 

as the best strategy to avoid escalation. Goodman (2010) argued that deterrence would be 

possible to achieve if states identified and communicated clear thresholds for acceptable 

activity in cyberspace.  As a part of this strategy, states should communicate the consequences 

that would follow from stepping over the boundary of acceptable activity (Goodman 2010, 

128–29)  

 

Nye (2011, 19) argued that analysts needed to understand how lessons from cyber operations 

fit into strategic concepts such as offence, defence, deterrence, coercion, escalation, and arms 

control. Therefore, he argues that there was a need for developing concepts in strategic theory 

as technology developed further. With the presumed destructive potential of cyber-attacks in 

mind, he emphasised that research into cyber conflict could learn from nuclear research. 

Therefore, Nye argued that the analyst should focus on the core strategic concepts of nuclear 

theory, such as deterrence, coercion, and the potential for escalation. The main reason for this 

was a perception of cyber operations as an alternative to strategic nuclear competition.  
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3.2 A Theoretical Turn 

A range of scholars answered the call made by Nye in the following years, and a new wave of 

literature was subsequently developed. I regard the core of this branch of the literature as 

concerning how cyber operations will influence adversaries, send signals about intentions, 

and the potential effects of those signals. Central concepts are the potential for deterrence 

(Borghard and Lonergan 2021; Fischerkeller and Harknett 2017; Kello 2017; Nye 2017), 

coercion (Borghard and Lonergan 2017; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Lindsay and Gartzke 

2018), and escalation, either deliberately, but also inadvertently through security dilemma 

dynamics, misperceptions, and vulnerabilities (Buchanan 2016; Buchanan and Cunningham 

2020; Harknett and Fischerkeller 2019; Libicki and Tkacheva 2020; Lin 2012).  

  

Kello (2017) explores the feasibility of deterrence in cyberspace. He posits that deterrence by 

denial is hard to achieve but that deterrence through punishment has more promising 

prospects (2017, 197–98). Deterrence through denial could concern building a strong defence, 

resulting in a higher cost than rewards for the adversary in the case of an attack. Deterrence 

through punishment, however, involves signalling intentions to hurt the adversary in the event 

of an attack, significantly increasing the cost of the attack for the adversary. The main 

argument is that states can threaten to retaliate against the adversary with conventional or 

nuclear weapons to achieve cross-domain deterrence – deterrence by punishment across 

different strategic domains (Kello 2017). Relatedly, Nye (2017) theorises how deterrence by 

punishment could be technically possible in cyberspace by and of itself. While others pointed 

to the difficulty of attribution in cyberspace – the assumption that the characteristics of 

cyberspace would hide the perpetrator, making it almost impossible to point them out – as an 

obstruction of efficient signalling of intentions (Borghard and Lonergan 2017), Nye contends 

that these issues are not severe enough to stop efficient deterrence by denial. An improved 

defence will increase the cost of an attack, thus reducing the incentives of this act (Nye 2017).  

 

Related to the discussion on deterrence is the discussion on the possibilities for coercion in 

cyberspace. Borghard and Lonergan (2017) emphasise the attribution problem in their 

discussion about the feasibility of coercion and signalling in cyberspace. Their argument is 

founded in the critical premise of coercion-theory that communication is essential to achieve 

this strategic objective (see Schelling 2008). Since states do not necessarily know who was 

behind the cyber operations, they cannot communicate intentions of retaliation to the state 

behind the incident (Borghard and Lonergan 2017).  
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The same perception is supported by Gartzke and Lindsay (2015). They contend that the lack 

of openly available information on attribution limits the possibility of using cyber operations 

as a tool for strategic signalling. Therefore, the possibility of coercing adversaries in 

cyberspace will be limited (Gartzke and Lindsay 2015). The same researchers extended their 

argument to the cost-benefit calculation, which is central to coercion theory. The cost-benefit 

calculation states that the threat must be perceived as costly for the receiver of the threat (see 

Schelling 2008). Lindsay and Gartzke (2018) argue that the value of the target of a cyber 

operation will be unknown. Accordingly, the unknown value will create insecurities over the 

potential impact of the threat on the cost-benefit analysis of the party receiving the threat. 

Consequently, the insecurity of the potential impact of the threat creates obstacles to using 

cyber operations as a coercive tool toward another state (Lindsay and Gartzke 2018).  

 

Borghard and Lonergan (2019) end up with a different conclusion regarding the potential of 

coercion in and through cyberspace. They demonstrate that cyber power alone has limited 

effectiveness as a tool of coercion, although it has significant utility when coupled with other 

elements of national power. Central to the theory of coercion is the cost-benefit analysis of the 

party that will potentially receive an attack. Borghard and Lonergan highlight that critical 

infrastructure is a common target of attacks. However, since not all pieces of critical 

infrastructure are universally valued across states, cost-benefit analysis on the part of the 

attacker will not be feasible. Consequently, the attacker cannot know the true value of the 

target. Furthermore, since coercion is unlikely due to the unknown value of the target, a spiral 

of escalation is unlikely to occur from conflict in cyberspace (Borghard and Lonergan 2019, 

461).  

 

The literature on the potential for escalation in cyberspace concerns the difficulty of 

discerning the intentions behind an attack. Lin (2012) assumes no direct contact between 

states conducting cyber operations. The lack of direct contact makes it difficult to determine 

the intent behind an adversary’s actions. Therefore, attempts to send signals to an adversary 

through limited military action are likely highly problematic. The absence of direct contact 

between adversaries may prompt decision-makers to take a worst-case view of the situation 

rather than await more information. He contends this dynamic could trigger a spiral of 

inadvertent escalation (Lin 2012, 57–58).  
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Buchanan (2016) mirrors the assumption of a lack of direct contact in cyberspace and 

connects this to the aspiration of states to keep the options open for future cyber operations. 

Keeping options open might involve training operators, which could be compared to actions 

included in a traditional security dilemma (2016, 48). Buchanan elaborates on this mechanism 

further by noting that the discovery of such actions may be perceived as a threat because it 

could suggest that a state is enhancing its ability to launch an attack. This situation creates a 

dilemma of interpretation as the intruding state could be preparing for an imminent attack, 

simply developing contingency options, or may have no intention to attack at all (Buchanan 

2016, 49). Contrastingly to a spiral of inadvertent escalation, Libicki and Tkacheva (2020) 

conceptualise cyber escalation as evolving like a lattice, allowing horizontal spillovers to 

other domains and vertical movement corresponding to greater intensity of the conflict.  

 

3.3 The “Absolute Weapon” Demystified 

Despite the focus on traditional concepts of strategic theory, cyber wars have remained 

hypothetical. Parallel to the development of the discussion on the applicability and relevance 

of the theoretical concept of strategic theory in and through cyberspace, several contributions 

highlighted the lack of empirical evidence of a cyber revolution. They emphasised that cyber 

operations seemed to fall short of their promise of significantly altering the character of 

warfare and conflicts short of war. This characteristic is why I have chosen to highlight a 

demystification of an “absolute weapon”, where severe effects could be implemented towards 

adversaries with little detrimental consequences to the initiator. As a starting point for this 

discussion, the destructive effect of cyber-attacks, described as the central characteristic of 

cyberspace in the early literature, was deemed unlikely. These contributions highlighted that 

there had been no surprise attacks, strategic strikes, or escalation due to state actions in the 

cyber domain (Gartzke 2013; Rid 2012; 2013).  

 

Gartzke (2013) argues that what he describes as cyberwar cannot achieve conquest or 

coercion. The main argument is that cyber operations have not constituted a large strategic 

threat. Rather, as Gartzke concludes, “Even the most successful forms of cyberwar (such as 

cyber espionage) do not presage much of a transformation” (2013, 73). The contradiction to 

the doomsday scenarios depicted above, Gartzke contends that “In grand strategic terms, it 

[cyberwar] remains a backwater” (2013, 72). Furthermore, he presses that the internet is an 

ineffective replacement for terrestrial force regarding coercion and conquest. Therefore, 
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cyberwar should not be seen as the final determinant of competition and should not be 

considered in isolation from conventional forms of political violence (Gartzke 2013, 42).  

 

The main argument of Rid (2013) is that cyber activity has remained below the threshold of 

war. He characterizes the historical instances of cyber operations up until 2013 in three 

categories: sabotage, espionage, and subversion. Rid thus argues that cyber war has not and 

will not occur. The backdrop for this argument he connects to Carl von Clausewitz’s three 

criteria for war as violent, instrumental, and political. According to Rid, no cyberattack meets 

all of Clausewitz’s three criteria. Instead, Rid concludes all political cyber-attacks, both past 

and present, are merely sophisticated variations of three activities that have been present in 

warfare for centuries: subversion, espionage, and sabotage (Rid 2013, 5).  

 

Mahnken (2011) gives a similar analysis as Rid on actions in cyberspace, drawing on the 

same elements. He states that cyber-attacks will not result in direct fatalities, and their 

capacity to cause damage on a larger scale is limited (Mahnken 2011, 58). Thus, he concludes 

that cyber operations alone will not deliver victories in future conflicts. However, in 

conjunction with other means of violent action, he points out that cyberspace should be 

regarded as an important enabler of more lethal forms of warfare (Mahnken 2011, 61).  

 

In a similar vein as Mahnken, Libicki (2009) notes that cyberattacks that support a 

conventional operation may be of limited significance for the success of that operation. He 

strongly argues that cyber war will not occur in the future. This argument is supported by 

comparing cyber-attacks to airstrikes. Airpower is often successful when societies believe the 

situation can only get worse. With cyberattacks, the opposite effect may occur. As systems 

are attacked, vulnerabilities are exposed and subsequently repaired or routed around. 

However, as systems become more resilient, societies become less vulnerable and are more 

likely to resist further coercion (Libicki 2009, xv).  

 

In the aftermath of the detection of the Stuxnet operation against a nuclear uranium 

enrichment facility in Natanz in Iran, several articles argued more specifically against the 

plausibility of a cyber revolution in warfare. The worm installed in the systems managed to 

speed up the centrifuges, and the fast-spinning motion caused them to burn themselves out. In 

light of Stuxnet, Liff (2012) sets up a different framework for assessing cyberwar as Rid 

(2013) and Gartzke (2013), but arrives, to a large extent, at the same conclusion: it is unlikely 
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that cyberwarfare is the new “absolute weapon”. Instead, he contends that there are very 

limited circumstances under which cyber operations could be used as an efficient tool for 

states to pursue political and military objectives. He concludes that while Stuxnet 

demonstrated the potential of cyber operations as a brute force measure, there is no clear 

example of effective and indisputable coercive or destructive cyber operations (Liff 2012, 

426).  

 

Stuxnet is also used by Lindsay (2013) as an analytical point of departure. He argues that 

Stuxnet provides evidence for an alternative viewpoint on cyber operations, where militarily 

weaker actors can gain an asymmetric advantage. Additionally, the complexity of 

weaponisation of cyber operations makes cyber offence less easy and defence more feasible 

than what was commonly believed at the time (Lindsay 2013, 365). He concludes that just 

because minor attacks are easy to mount in cyberspace does not mean that attacks on critical 

infrastructure are also easy (Lindsay 2013, 402). In a later article, Lindsay repeats his 

argument – that the empirical record of cyberattacks features no major damage (Lindsay 

2017).  

 

Parts of the literature argue against the perception that cyberspace is an environment where 

the offence has the advantage of the defence and that this – coupled with aspects such as the 

attribution problem – generates risks for inadvertent escalation. For instance, Borghard and 

Lonergan (2019) highlight mechanisms that limit escalation. One mechanism is that the 

option for retaliatory offensive cyber operations may not exist at the desired time of 

employment, and even under conditions where they may exist, their effects are uncertain and 

often relatively limited. Another mechanism is that the option for cross-domain escalation – 

responding to cyber operations with conventional capabilities – is unlikely to be chosen 

except in rare circumstances. The reason, they highlight, is the limited potential for applying 

severe costs through offensive cyber operations. Therefore, the operation’s cost will not 

justify retaliation through conventional capabilities.  

 

This unlikelihood of escalation after a cyber operations is echoed in the main findings of 

Valeriano et al (2018). In a study of cyber operations and responses between 2000 and 2014, 

they find that rivalling states typically react to lower-level cyber incidents, and the response 

usually tends to contain the intrusion instead of seeking escalation dominance. Most instances 

of cyber escalation are at a relatively low level of severity and do not lead to escalation 
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(Valeriano, Jensen, and Maness 2018, 76). Arguing for more nuance in the offence-defence 

calculus of cyberspace, Slayton (2017) contends that the claims that cyberspace heralds an 

offensive advantage are misguided. Slayton concedes that the complexity of information 

technology offers the offence advantages over the defence. However, she argues that the 

offence-defence balance in cyberspace is a result of a dyadic balance, not a systemic balance. 

It is, therefore, not a result of the technical characteristics of cyberspace but rather the relative 

skill of adversaries and the relative complexity of their goals (Slayton 2017, 74). 

 

Furthermore, empirical studies have documented the insignificant influence of cyber 

operations in conventional warfare. In a study of the wars in Ukraine in 2014 and Syria in 

2011, Kostyuk and Zhukov (2019) found that in Ukraine, which is one of the first armed 

conflicts where both sides incorporated cyber tools, cyber activities failed to create visible 

changes in battlefield behaviour (2019, 317). They concluded that cyber-attacks are an 

ineffective tool of coercion in conventional warfare. They argued that the findings showed 

that the “cyber war” had unfolded in isolation from the rest of the conflict (Kostyuk and 

Zhukov 2019, 74).  

 

3.4 The Strategic Utility 

In recent years parts of the literature have circled what I term the strategic utility of cyber 

operations. Parts of this literature (Egloff and Shires 2021; Smeets 2018) argue that strategic 

aims that were previously achieved through violent state actions can be achieved more 

efficiently by integrating cyber capabilities. The main idea is that cyber operations could 

complement force, increasing its effectiveness. A different section of this literature argues that 

cyber operations are an effective instrument in conflicts short of war, changing the structure 

of conflicts between states (Buchanan 2020; Harknett and Smeets 2020b; Harknett and 

Fischerkeller 2019; Kello 2017; Warner 2019). While this literature focuses on the disruptive 

and destructive elements of cyber operations, they do not deem it to be able to, for example, 

cripple the entire critical infrastructure of a country. Hence the focus is on cyber operations as 

a compliment to force and as an instrument in conflict short of war rather than as an 

instrument of war directly.  

 

Egloff and Shires (2021) propose two ways states could integrate cyber operations into 

violent state action: as instead of and as a substitute for violence. They argue against the 
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conception that a state’s offensive cyber capabilities can reduce state violence. Rather, due to 

an expanded definition of violence away from lethal bodily harms toward social and 

community harms, the authors argue that offensive cyber capabilities relocate, rather than 

reduce, state violence toward non-bodily harms (Egloff and Shires 2021, 19). The authors 

argue against parts of the literature that regard cyber operations as non-violent according to a 

physical definition of violence. Expanding the concept of violence, they argue, adds analytical 

value by providing a way to describe different forms of behaviour, both violent in a traditional 

sense and non-violent. In short, they expand the scope of harm that could be realised through 

cyber operations by deepening the analytical concept of violence (Egloff and Shires 2021). 

 

The main argument of Smeets (2018) is that cyber operations could provide significant 

strategic value to states. Smeets does not try to describe or explain past cyber operations but 

aims to provide the conditions under which cyber operations can be effectively conducted. 

These conditions are threefold: (i) as an extra option for state leaders, (ii) effectiveness will be 

increased if it is used in conjunction with conventional military capabilities, and (iii) offensive 

cyber operations can be used to achieve some form of psychological ascendancy. The core of 

the argument is that cyber operations can be used to achieve strategic aims without the use of 

military violence (Smeets 2018).  

 

Furthermore, contributions to the literature have highlighted that the strategy of deterrence 

falls short of its promise in cyberspace. Rather, states should persistently employ cyber 

operations against adversaries. The assumption is that this strategy could result in a shift in 

the balance of power without having to resort to the use of force. Fischerkeller and Harknett 

(2019) argue along these lines when they argue for a shift from a focus on cyber operations 

that threatens to cause physical damage to more continuous strategic competition without the 

resort to an armed attack. The authors introduce two concepts to explain the dynamics of state 

activity in cyberspace: persistent engagement and agreed competition. They assume that the 

central characteristic of cyberspace is constant contact, which entails that actors in cyberspace 

can only defend systems in the moment. Consequently, you cannot undermine future attacks 

through a constant defensive structure, compared to defence against traditional threats, such 

as nuclear weapons. The consequence of the assumption of constant contact is that actors in 

cyberspace must aim to hold a persistent initiative through continuous operations. A 

consequence of this situation is that persistence is the central dynamic in cyberspace. The 

authors argue that the dynamic of persistent engagement foresters an additional dynamic of 
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agreed competition, where adversaries continuously launch operations on each other to 

achieve a persistent initiative. The authors conclude that this dynamic best explains the 

situation in cyberspace rather than spiralling escalation. The central conclusion is, therefore, 

that the central dynamic of interaction in cyberspace does not warrant concern over escalation 

(Harknett and Fischerkeller 2019). 

 

The same view is echoed in Harknett and Smeets (2020b). They argue that cyberspace has 

opened a new dimension of power politics in which cyber campaigns could become 

significant means for achieving strategic advantage without the resort to war (2020b, 2). Their 

main argument is that strategy must be separated from the presumption that it deals only with 

coercion, militarised crisis, and war in cyberspace. Cyber competition is strategic because of 

an underlying intent to shift the relative balance of power between states (2020b, 2). 

Therefore, the article argues that instead of focusing on whether a cyber operation can 

constitute warfare, research should move attention to cyber operations as part of a coherent 

cyber campaigns. They define such campaigns as “a series of coordinated cyber operations, 

which takes place over time, to achieve a cumulative outcome leading to a strategic 

advantage” (Harknett and Smeets 2020b, 8).   

 

3.5 A New Theoretical Turn 
The literature up until this point has focused on cyber operations as means to disrupt the 

functionality of systems, delete files, or deny access to systems. The discussion has circled 

how these detrimental effects on computers and systems can affect relations between states. In 

recent years, however, a part of the literature has shifted from a focus on concepts of strategic 

theory towards an understanding of cyber operations as intelligence operations and covert 

action. I consider the main perspective in this literature to be that cyber operations mainly 

constitute covert meddling in adversaries’ affairs to achieve a desired outcome directly (see 

Devanny, Martin, and Stevens 2021; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Rovner 2019; Stout and 

Warner 2018; Warner 2019; Maschmeyer 2021). In this literature, a specific focus on China is 

introduced. The reason for this is that Chinese actions deviate from expectations developed 

through research on other state actors and have therefore been deemed an ideal case for 

studying this perspective of cyber operations.   
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According to Maschmeyer (2021) cyber operations are considered subversive actions. This 

entails covert intervention in the affairs of adversaries, with the objective of achieving 

specific goals directly. The main characteristic of subversion is its secretive and indirect 

nature. As a result, Maschmeyer argues that cyber operations are limited in their effectiveness 

across three key variables. Firstly, cyber operations are characterised by slow operational 

speed. This is the time required from starting an operation until it produces effects 

(Maschmeyer 2021, 67). Secondly, the secret and indirect nature of cyber operations 

constrains the intensity of effects, which is considered to be the severity of effects towards an 

individual target and the number of targets that are affected (Maschmeyer 2021, 55). Lastly, 

efforts to maintain secrecy and exploit systems, limit control. This effort is described as the 

extent of control an intruder can achieve over a targeted system and the effects it can produce 

through a system (Maschmeyer 2021, 64). These effects pose a trilemma for actors because 

the three variables are negatively correlated, which means that a gain in one variable tends to 

result in losses across the other two (Maschmeyer 2021, 51). 

 

Rovner (2019) argues that most activities in cyberspace have little to do with the use of force. 

Rather, they are characterised as an intelligence contest. He emphasises five aspects of an 

intelligence contest to draw connections to cyber operations. Firstly, it is a race among 

adversaries to collect more and better information. Secondly, it is a contest to improve the 

state’s relative position. Thirdly, it is an effort to undermine the adversary’s morale and 

institutions. Fourthly, it is an effort to disable adversaries’ capabilities through sabotage. And 

lastly, it is a campaign to prepare assets for intelligence collection in the event of a conflict. 

Rovner highlights that China is especially active in what he describes as “the race for 

information”. He understands China’s main effort to concern the theft of intellectual property, 

with an additional focus on other kinds of political and military information. Rovner does not 

complement this perspective with any theoretical development on the utility of cyber 

operations in international relations.  

 

Other scholars have echoed the same perspective on Chinese activity in cyberspace 

(Cunningham 2022; Gilli and Gilli 2019; Lindsay 2015a; Lindsay, Cheung, and Reveron 

2015; Valeriano, Jensen, and Maness 2018). Cunningham’s (2022) analysis circles how China 

gathers information through espionage, seeking to substitute its technology and information 

systems with those of foreign countries. The analysis concludes China aims to enhance its 

power and control by stealing information, and emphasises that this activity represents a 
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significant challenge to the domination of the United States and Western countries in 

technological development. Gilli and Gilli (2019) have the same point of departure, 

highlighting that China is conducting large-scale espionage operations in the quest for 

intellectual property. The conclusion on the strategic effects of the espionage operations 

differs from Cunningham's. They argue that the complexity of modern military technology 

creates severe organizational restraints, making it difficult to imitate weapons systems. 

Consequently, free riding on research and development in other states is difficult, limiting the 

ability to overcome the technology gap through method of stealing intellectual property.  

 

A similar argument is presented by Lindsay et.al (2015). The main argument is that China is 

running what they describe as an “aggressive industrial espionage campaign”. The conclusion 

is it is difficult to transfer the technology from its localised context, despite the access to 

information. The implication is that it is challenging to absorb the technology, leading to 

imitation rather than innovation. Similarly, Valeriano (2018) argues that China’s approach to 

cyberspace is closely linked to its technology gap strategy, with China using cyberspace to 

acquire foreign technology and intellectual property. The theft of intellectual property has 

implications for global power dynamics, with China challenging the dominance of Western 

countries in this area.  

 

3.6 Research Gap 

This thesis will answer the following question: To what extent do Chinese cyber operations in 

the context of the South China Sea region align with the Chinese government’s publicly stated 

policy objectives? The analysis of this question will contribute to the literature in four novel 

ways.  

 

Firstly, the research question asks for alignment between policy and practice. Despite 30 

years of debate on the utility of cyber operations in international politics, there is a gap in the 

literature on how cyber operations align with a state’s foreign policy objectives. As the 

literature review showed, the academic debate has discussed the value of cyber operations in 

warfare, whether cyber operations can be used as coercion or deterrence, or how cyber 

operations can be used to achieve strategic objectives of warfare without violent state action. 

This thesis seeks to evolve our understanding of the utility of cyber operations in international 
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politics by exploring the extent to which Chinese cyber operations align with publicly stated 

foreign policy goals.  

 

Secondly, building on the new theoretical turn described above, the thesis will incorporate 

perspectives from intelligence studies. Most of the existing literature has been based on 

security and war studies, as highlighted by the strong focus on strategic concepts and strategic 

feasibility. However, I find that to study cyber operations we need to incorporate perspectives 

from both intelligence and security studies. This approach is based on two findings in the 

literature. Firstly, the existing perspectives cannot fully describe China's activity through 

cyber operations. Secondly, according to the findings of Maschmeyer (2021), the 

effectiveness of destructive or disruptive operations on systems is limited. The contribution of 

Maschmeyer is important because it illuminates the need to widen the focus from the 

disruptive and destructive aspects of cyber operations.  

 

Consequently, there is a need to adopt a new perspective on cyber operations, prioritising the 

extraction of information over disruption or destruction. Malware customised to steal 

information, so-called “infostealers”, accounted for 21 percent of global cyber operations in 

2021, and 30 per cent in of the cyber operations in the South China Sea region, according to 

the cyber security company Check Point Research (2022, 35–36). The high usage of 

infostealers shows that information extraction is a central aspect of state activity in 

cyberspace, yet the literature on cyber operations has largely overlooked this activity. 

Therefore, in this thesis I will add new understanding to information extraction in cyberspace 

by building on the perspective of cyber operations as intelligence. This perspective will be 

introduced including the decision advantage in the theoretical framework (see Sims 2022).  

 

Nevertheless, achieving disruptive or destructive effects through cyber operations is possible. 

Therefore, to understand state activity in cyberspace more comprehensively, I will build on a 

dual understanding of activity in cyberspace. On the one hand, the extraction of information, 

and on the other hand, the potential of disrupting the functionality of systems, the destruction 

of files, or the denial of access by blocking or shutting down the system. Limiting the analysis 

to one of these perspectives presents a danger of limiting the capacity to explain the 

phenomenon of cyber operations. The disruptive and destructive activity is understood as 

either compellence or brute force, which will be introduced in the theoretical framework.  
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Thirdly, the analysis transfers the empirical emphasis toward cyber unit activity. The 

empirical emphasis in previous research has been on specific incidents of cyber operations 

(i.e., Lindsay and Gartzke 2018; Smeets 2018) and technical characteristics of cyber 

intrusions and systems (i.e., Borghard and Lonergan 2019; Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Nye Jr. 

2016). As will be argued later in the thesis, incorporating cyber unit activity will increase the 

amount of available information in a field of research plagued by a limited amount of openly 

available information. Chinese cyber units will be included as units of analysis. The combined 

incidents of cyber operations of these actors are referred to as cyber unit activity. The choice 

of this unit of analysis will be elaborated on in the research design.  

 

Lastly, the thesis broadens the analytical scope to encompass China and the neighbouring 

states in the South China Sea. The existing literature on Chinese activity has mainly focused 

on the transfer of information on the development of technology to China, with a specific 

focus on intrusions into the systems of US-based companies and research institutes. This 

approach overshadows Chinese cyber units' activity in neighbouring countries, where the state 

holds a strong strategic interest. The South China Sea has been characterised as a region with 

a heightened level of conflict (i.e., McGregor 1993; Valencia 1988). My choice of focusing 

the analysis on the South China Sea region enables the thesis to analyse how Chinese cyber 

units act in the context of heightened territorial conflict. Consequently, this introduces an 

alternative perspective to the research on Chinese cyber unit activity. 
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4 Theoretical Framework: Cyber Operations as a Source of Influence 
As highlighted in the research gap section, there is a need to introduce perspectives on 

information extraction to cover a broader range of cyber activity. By concentrating solely on 

one aspect of strategic theory, such as coercion, there is a danger of neglecting a significant 

portion of the activity. By developing a theoretical framework based on two categories of 

common effects from malware infection on systems, this thesis aims to introduce a framework 

that considers the range of cyber activity. As was highlighted above, the two common 

categories of effects involve either disruption of the functionality of a system, destruction or 

modification of files or denial of access, or extraction of information by exfiltrating data or 

conducting surveillance of the system.    

 

This chapter is divided into the following sections. First, building on intelligence literature, a 

perspective of cyber operations as a means to achieve a decision advantage is developed. 

Second, a perspective of cyber operations as economic espionage is incorporated, which also 

builds on the extraction of information from a system. Third, a perspective of cyber 

operations as a means to achieve a compellent effect, meaning to make the adversary change 

its course of action, is detailed. Lastly, I detail a perspective of cyber operations as an 

instrument of brute force applied to achieve direct consequences. Compellence and brute 

force are assumed to be the intent behind more disruptive or destructive effects on systems. 

 

This thesis will understand cyber operations as a means of exercising influence in 

international politics. Summarising the chapter, decision advantage denotes a situation where 

a state has achieved a reduced level of uncertainty about other states’ intentions and 

capabilities because it has access to private information about these aspects through the 

exfiltration of information. The reduced level of uncertainty could lend a hand in developing 

more efficient policies toward other states, resulting in a higher degree of outcomes in line 

with the state's policy objectives. Compellence exerts influence through the threat of pain or 

harm on an opponent to redirect their current course of action or to take an action that the 

initiator regards as desired. Brute force exerts influence by creating effects in a system to 

achieve a desired outcome directly. Combined, these approaches understand cyber operations 

a source of influential power, where influence is understood as a means to control or shape 

outcomes in your favour.  
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4.1 Decision Advantage through the Extraction of Information  

Building on intelligence literature, I develop a novel understanding of the intentions behind 

the extraction of information from systems. The literature has stated that this activity takes the 

shape of intelligence. However, this thesis contributes to this literature by incorporating 

concrete theoretical perspectives from the broader intelligence literature. The extraction could 

take the shape of intelligence, surveillance, or industrial espionage. The aim of information 

extraction could be to alleviate the uncertainty related to other states’ actions. By alleviating 

the uncertainty inherent in state relations, the actor can achieve a decision advantage. 

Therefore, the descriptive activity of information extraction is analysed through the 

theoretical perspective of decision advantage.  

 

Even though intelligence activity spans several hundred centuries, a clear definition has been 

lacking. Michael Warner offers the following definition: “Intelligence is secret, state activity 

to understand or influence foreign entities.” (2002, 7). He elaborates this approach by stating 

that intelligence has the following four characteristics. Firstly, it is dependent upon 

confidential sources and methods for full effectiveness. Secondly, it is performed by state 

officers for state purposes, which implies that those officers receive direction from the state's 

civilian and military leaders. Thirdly, it is focused on foreigners—usually other states, but 

often foreign subjects, corporations, or groups. Lastly, it is involved in influencing foreign 

entities by means that are unattributable to the acting government. If the activities are open 

and declared, they are the sphere of diplomacy; if they utilise uniformed members of the 

armed forces, they belong to the military (Warner 2002, 7). 

 

Intelligence gathering could create a situation in which one state possesses more information 

than the adversary. More specifically, the state knows more about the adversary’s decision-

making than the adversary knows about the state’s decision-making. This asymmetry in 

knowledge leads to a situation where the state with most knowledge has less uncertainty in 

decision-making processes relative to the opponent. This situation means that the state has 

more options than the opponent and the capacity to choose among them with greater certainty, 

timeliness, and impact. This dynamic has been described as a decision advantage. By having a 

decision advantage, decision-makers are able to anticipate and respond to threats and 

opportunities more effectively and gain an edge over their adversaries in various domains 

(Sims 2022).  
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The same insights have been mirrored in other contributions. Wheaton and Beerbower (2006, 

329) regard intelligence as “a process, focused externally and using information from all 

available sources, that is designed to reduce the level of uncertainty for a decision”. The 

purpose of intelligence is, therefore, to reduce the level of uncertainty to the minimum 

possible. Betts (1978, 69) echoes this notion when by stating that it is the role of intelligence 

to extract certainty from uncertainty and to facilitate coherent decisions in an incoherent 

environment. Furthermore, the same observation is also maintained by Lowenthal (2017, 4, 

7). He holds that intelligence exists to support the policy-making process by providing 

background, context, and assessment of actors’ intentions, their likely action, and their 

capabilities in various areas.  

 

The position that information will reduce uncertainty is mirrored in theoretical perspectives 

on international relations. The central implication of a lack of information is uncertainty. 

Specifically, this uncertainty arises from a lack of access to private information. Private 

information has two facets influencing state relations: the intentions and capabilities of other 

states (de Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick 1997). Intentions have been understood as the 

willingness to use force. States have incentives to misrepresent this information to gain better 

deals, and states are not privy to information about the concessions adversaries are willing to 

make (Fearon 1994, 586). Turning the logic of Fearon, access to private information could – 

theoretically – reduce the need for states to communicate their intentions through public 

actions such as troop mobilisation and threats (Fearon 1994, 586).  

 

Furthermore, information extraction could alleviate the uncertainty of other states' capabilities 

and aid in strengthening the state's capabilities by extracting information on technology 

development. The latter could be achieved through economic espionage, which is a 

government’s effort to steal knowledge and appropriate trade secrets with the interest of 

protecting or expanding their national economies. Economic espionage could involve 

extracting information on other states' businesses or technological development programs, 

usually those of critical industries such as electronics, aerospace, defence, or biotechnology 

(Nasheri 2004, 12, 17). Drawing on the Correlates of War project (Singer 1988; Singer, 

Stuart, and Stuckey 1972) capabilities could be understood as resources in the military, 

economy, and population. These resources could be turned into a threat to other states or used 

to defend the state. Economic espionage could therefore be regarded as an effort to retrieve 

knowledge on other states’ capabilities and, more broadly, to strengthen the capabilities of the 
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state relative to other states.  

 

Overall, the thesis will understand the aim of intelligence activity as achieving a decision 

advantage. This advantage could aid in developing policies and actions that strengthen the 

state’s ability to influence situations to its own advantage. These actions and policies could be 

military, political, or social. Decision advantage is achieved by retrieving private information 

on the capabilities and intentions of other states. Access to this information could have two 

effects. Firstly, to aid in strengthening the state’s position relative to other states by improving 

the state’s capabilities. This advantage would be achieved through information extraction 

from foreign companies and states to increase knowledge about their capabilities and also to 

facilitate technology transfer to aid in strengthening relative to others. Secondly, to reduce the 

uncertainty following unknown intentions and capabilities of other states, aiding in 

developing a future course of action towards the same states. 

 

4.2 Disruption, Destruction, and Denial  
An intrusion into a system can disrupt the system's functionality, cause destructive effects 

through the deletion of files or the shutdown of the entire system, or denial of access. In direct 

terms of the system, these effects can be regarded as more detrimental than the extraction of 

information. This thesis incorporates a perspective of disruption, destruction, and denial to 

achieve compellent effects or brute through cyber operations. The descriptive activity of 

disruption, destruction, and denial is therefore analysed through the analytical perspectives of 

compellence and brute force. In summary, compellence is a threat of harm to force the 

adversary to change its course of action, while brute force is understood as a means to achieve 

an objective directly, by shutting down or blocking access to a system.  

 
 
4.2.1 Compellence  

Compellence is one part of Schelling’s (2008) concept of coercion. The second aspect is 

deterrence. The discussion on the potential of deterrence using cyber operations has been 

comprehensively discussed in the literature. Deterrence is understood as a threat to keep an 

adversary from starting an action by fear of harmful consequences (Schelling 2008, 69). 

However, a wide-ranging conclusion has been that deterrence is not a feasible approach in 

cyberspace (i.e., Borghard and Lonergan 2021; Fischerkeller and Harknett 2017; Lindsay 
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2015b; Nye 2017; Soesanto and Smeets 2021). Consequently, this thesis will focus solely on 

the potential for compellence through cyber operations.  

 

Compellence is a threat intended to make an adversary do something or change a course of 

action it has already started. The success of compellence relies on three conditions. Firstly, for 

compellence to be successful, it depends on the cooperation of the party receiving the threat. 

The actor must actively decide to change a source of action due to the threat (Biddle 2020, 

98). Secondly, compellence must be definite. Without a set timeline, the party receiving the 

threat will have no incentive to change how it acts (Biddle 2020, 102). The third condition 

relates to communication of the intent to inflict damage or pain. Commonly, communication 

appears through an action itself. Successful communication of a threat is a core condition for 

compellence. Without communication, the central mechanism of influencing the other party’s 

behaviour cannot be achieved (Biddle 2020, 103). 

 

An objection to the feasibility of coercion through cyber operations has been the difficulty of 

credible signalling of harm. This difficulty has been connected to the timeline for conceding 

to demands, clear communication (Lindsay and Gartzke 2018, 25), and the difficulty of 

causing sufficiently severe consequences through cyber operations (Siedler 2016, 33–34). The 

conclusion on the first two limitations – the timeline and communication – is connected to the 

secret nature of cyber operations. This characteristic of cyber operations has been emphasised 

as creating difficulty in clearly attributing cyber operations. The consequence is that 

conditions cannot be legitimately put forward in the action because the target is not supposed 

to know who was responsible for the incident (Lindsay and Gartzke 2018, 17).  

 

However, the attribution problem– knowing who did it – is not as severe as some scholars 

have feared (i.e., Rid and Buchanan 2015). Consequently, attributing cyber operations to 

specific states could lead to increased credibility of threats. The main reason is that the target 

will know which state was behind an incident, increasing the perception of the potential for 

future harm. Therefore, attribution increases the awareness of the initiator's intentions toward 

the target by accumulating knowledge on the systems the initiator is interested in targeting. 

This awareness could strengthen the compellent effect by creating a perception of threat with 

the target (i.e., Singer 1958, 94).  
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The main reason for the limitation of causing sufficiently severe consequences is related to 

the process of achieving a successful intrusion in a cyber operation. The process of intrusion 

circles the exploitation of vulnerabilities in a system. When a vulnerability has been 

exploited, it alerts the victim to that vulnerability, consequently giving time to improve the 

defence of the system. Consequently, the credibility of future harm could be reduced because 

the same vulnerability cannot be exploited in several incidents (Siedler 2016, 31). However, 

there is uncertainty connected to the level of knowledge that an intruder could possess on 

potential vulnerabilities in a system. Cyber operations are appearing in large quantity, despite 

potential vulnerabilities being uncovered at a high pace. This implies that sophisticated cyber 

powers are applying large resources to uncover vulnerabilities in systems that could be 

applied in a successful intrusion into a system. Identifying and exploiting previously unknown 

vulnerabilities – so-called zero-day vulnerabilities – is a key tactic in this effort. Cyber units 

are adept at leveraging these vulnerabilities, and the implication of this is that cyber 

operations are still occurring at a high rate (Microsoft 2022, 39).  

 

The capability for exploiting vulnerabilities is a part of private information in international 

relations. This means that the information is kept secret from other states. This could create a 

high level of uncertainty about how much harm this capability could create in the future, 

which subsequently could strengthen the credibility of future harm. Accordingly, Schelling’s 

assumptions of credibility could be regarded as valid in and through cyber operations. The 

uncertainty of the capability of exploiting vulnerabilities could make the target expect that 

there is more harm to follow. This increases the insecurity of the potential harm the initiator 

could create, increasing the perception of the threat it imposes on the target's digital systems.  

 

Furthermore, the compellent potential of action should be analysed considering the context in 

which it occurs. For example, at the time of the discovery of Stuxnet in 2010, which involved 

sabotaging a nuclear reactor in Iran, there was a perception that cyber operations could cause 

significant harm to critical infrastructure (i.e., Clarke and Knake 2010). The Iranian 

government could not know if it was the beginning or the end of a string of cyber operations 

and how much potential it hurt central elements of critical infrastructure. This perception of 

threat could have caused a compellent effect. The perception of threat leads to an argument on 

the credibility of the threat tied to the context. According to Schelling, credibility depends on 

the target's expectations (Schelling 2008). Adapting Schelling, this should be understood as 
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contextual credibility. This entails that the promise of coercion must always be analysed from 

the perspective of the relationship between the initiator and the target at a given time.  

 

In summary, compellence through disruptive or destructive cyber operations could be 

understood from the following assumptions. The core of compellence is a threat to inflict 

harm. The fundamental idea is that this threat will induce the target to change its course of 

action. One source of credibility for this threat is an uncertainty of the knowledge of 

vulnerabilities that the initiator possesses. This uncertainty creates credibility of future harm. 

Furthermore, attributing cyber operations to states could strengthen the perception of future 

harm, increasing the credibility of the threat. This is especially important when numerous 

cyber operations against a target are attributed to a specific state. 

 

Additionally, the compellent threat should be analysed in the context in which it is occurring. 

The perception of threat will be stronger in one context compared to another. This is 

understood as contextual credibility. Overall, the central assumption of compellence through 

cyber operations is connected to the uncertainty of future harm. The target cannot know when 

and where it will occur and how severe the consequences will be. This creates credibility of a 

threat to inflict pain.  

 

4.2.2 Brute Force  

Brute force, or forcible action, concerns the adversary’s strength, not its interests. More 

specifically, brute force is concerned with overcoming the adversary’s strength (Schelling 

2008, 3). In contrast to compellence, brute force requires no cooperation. More precisely, it is 

limited to actions that can be accomplished without adversary collaboration (Schelling 2008, 

80). Instead, the actor simply takes what he wants. Shelling compared this to a tank or 

bulldozer, which can simply “Force its way, regardless of others’ interests” (Schelling 2008, 

3). Schelling wrote that the actions an actor can take without adversary cooperation are 

constricted to “repel and expel, penetrate and occupy, seize, exterminate, disarm, and disable, 

confine, deny access, and directly frustrate intrusion or attack” (Schelling 2008, 1).  

 

Siedler (2016) adapts these assumptions to cyber operations. The analysis interprets brute 

force as a direct reduction of the adversary's strength, achieved by seizing or holding by force. 

This approach is seen as a way to impose limitations, restricting the target's capabilities to a 
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greater or lesser extent. Such limitations may involve disabling or denying access to valuable 

data, temporarily impeding the target's ability to access critical information. Additionally, it 

could entail the complete takedown of systems, not only temporarily restricting access to 

information but also causing confusion and potentially inducing panic within the targeted 

entity. Particularly in situations of heightened conflict, this effect alone may interest the 

intruder. From this perspective, cyber operations can be seen as a means for an actor to 

achieve their objectives directly without necessarily considering the actions of the target 

(Siedler 2016, 25).  

 

Compared to compellence through cyber operations, brute force could be understood as more 

relevant as preparation for an increased level of conflict or as preparation for war. The main 

reason is that it focuses on reducing the adversary’s strength, which could directly aid in a 

situation of increased conflict. For example, denying access to information at a crucial time 

could give the intruder valuable time for starting other courses of action toward the adversary. 

In this situation, the main interest of the intruder is to confuse or create panic, thereby creating 

an upper hand as the conflict situation is initiated. Therefore, the thesis will understand brute 

force as especially relevant in situations of increased conflict.  
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5 Research Design and Case Selection 
This thesis asks the following research question: To what extent do Chinese cyber operations 

in the context of the South China Sea region align with the Chinese government’s publicly 

stated policy objectives? To better understand how Chinese cyber operations align with their 

policy objectives, I combine the theoretical framework developed in the previous chapter with 

an original dataset on cyber operations. This, in turn, is discussed against the contextual 

backdrop of Chinese policy in the same time frame. 

 

The chapter is divided into three sections. First, I present the overall research design, which 

consists of an embedded case study and the case selection. The embedded case study consists 

of a context, case, and units of analysis. The chosen context is the South China Sea region, the 

case is China, and the units of analysis are cyber units conducting cyber operations. Second, I 

explain in detail how I gather, analyse, and interpret empirical data of various kinds to 

conduct the analysis. As described above, the empirical information consists of the cyber 

activity of Chinese cyber units and Chinese policy objectives in the South China Sea. Third, I 

present some reflection on issues with drawing inferences based on likely biased empirical 

material.  

 

5.1 Research Design  
 
I infer (dis)alignment between policy objectives and cyber operations by comparing 

observations of cyber operations to publicly available policy objectives by establishing the 

context in which the cyber operations occur. If Chinese cyber operations in the South China 

Sea region align with their publicly available policy objectives, then the activity could be 

understood as a method of influencing the outcome in favour of Chinese objectives. Whether 

the cyber activity aligns with policy objectives is established by placing a specific cyber 

operation in the context in which it occurred. This is achieved by highlighting the target 

chosen for intrusion (i.e., a government entity or a company) and the specific time of the 

intrusion. Based on these contextual conditions, the analysis will infer whether the specific 

cyber operation is aligned with Chinese policy objectives. The empirical material ranges from 

2005 to 2023. However, the range of more detailed empirical material is from 2014 to 2023. 

Consequently, the analysis will focus on this period.  
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Effects of cyber operations are classified as either information extraction, disruption, or 

destruction based on information on how the implanted malware functions in the system. If 

the incident of a cyber operation is classified as information extraction and the target is 

aligned with policy objective, then the theoretical analysis will understand this activity as a 

method to achieve a decision advantage in relation to the targeted state. If the activity is 

classified as disruption or destruction and the target is aligned with policy objectives, then the 

theoretical analysis will infer the motive to be either brute force or compellence based on the 

context in which the operation occurs. The reasoning behind this is that the observed effect is 

similar and must be compared to the context in which it occurs to be established. If a pattern 

between observations of cyber operations and observation of policy objectives is established, 

it could support an understanding of cyber operations as a source of influential power, where 

influence is understood as a means to control or shape outcomes in your favour, irrespective 

of the wishes of the opponent. This would be regarded as a positive finding in the analysis.  

 

Conversely, a negative finding would be that cyber operations do not align with Chinese 

publicly stated policy objectives. In a study of cyber operations in Ukraine and Syria, Kostuyk 

and Zhukov (2019), found that cyber activity from both sides was used in isolation from the 

overarching warfare. Negative findings could be regarded as plausible when transferring this 

finding to activity conducted by Chinese cyber units. In practical terms, a negative finding 

would mean that cyber activity is not occurring in step with policy objectives. For example, if 

there is a period of heightened tension or conflict, I would expect cyber operations to mirror 

the policy objectives of that period for it to be regarded as a positive finding. Undoubtedly, 

there is a danger of confirmation bias in relation to this, meaning that I interpret findings 

consistent with pre-existing beliefs. The pre-existing beliefs would, in this case, be the 

Chinese policy objectives that I will establish.  

 

However, exactly because of the danger of confirmation bias, I will highlight the importance 

of contextualising observations – of placing a specific incident in the context in which it 

occurs. Contextualisation could provide the circumstantial information needed to understand 

observations more accurately. This could result in the ability to capture more nuance, and aid 

in correct interpretations of the observations. This will help in the prevention of confirmation 

bias by highlighting information that could serve to contradict pre-existing beliefs. The 

contextualisation of observations will be achieved through a strategy triangulation of sources. 

This approach will be explained in detail in a later section.  
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To capture contextual conditions, this thesis will apply an embedded case study research 

design. Regarding the case, Yin (2009, 18) has described the case study as an inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its context, especially when the boundaries 

between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. This means that the case study 

should be chosen when the analysis aims to uncover contextual conditions, under the 

assumption that these conditions will be highly relevant to understand the phenomenon under 

scrutiny (Yin 2009, 18). The research question is of a descriptive kind, aiming to explore if 

there is an association between cyber units’ activity through cyber operations and the Chinese 

government’s policy objectives in the context of the South China Sea. The (dis)alignment 

between policy and practice is inferred by establishing the context in which the cyber 

operations occur.  

 

Concerning the embedded aspect of the embedded case study design, the thesis will include a 

single case but multiple units of analysis (Yin 2009, 50). The units of analysis in this thesis 

are “cyber units”, signifying the actors conducting cyber operations. The main consideration 

behind this choice is to establish a foundation for a systematic analysis of the activity 

conducted by cyber units. The choice of this unit of analysis will be elaborated in the next 

section.  

 

As a final point, negative findings could serve to develop our understanding of Chinese cyber 

operations in two ways. Firstly, the analysis could uncover a pattern of interest in the targets 

chosen for intrusion. This knowledge could aid in future research on Chinese cyber 

operations. Secondly, it would find that Chinese cyber operations are not clearly connected to 

general foreign policy. This finding would show a need for future research on Chinese cyber 

operations as an isolated tool of state activity.  

 

5.2 Case Selection 
The case chosen for analysis in this thesis is China. Ideally, cases should be chosen through 

formal case selection methods to increase the potential of contributing to theory development 

or illuminating a phenomenon in general. However, formal case selection methods assume 

that cases can be selected from a large universe (i.e., Seawright and Gerring 2008). The 

number of cases within the research area of cyber operations with available empirical material 

that allows for in-depth analysis is limited. The population of analytically feasible cases 
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consists of China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea. This means that a formal case selection 

strategy is not a viable approach.  

 

By analytically feasible, I mean cases with a sufficient level of openly available information 

on how cyber units operate. It does not imply that these states are the only actors conducting 

cyber operations. According to the 2022 National Cyber Power Index, the US, UK, Australia, 

Netherlands, France, and Vietnam all rank among the top ten most powerful cyber actors, 

along with the states listed above (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022, 9) However, the national 

cyber power index maps the states that are considered to have the capabilities to pursue 

national objectives through cyber means, and the intent to achieve a range of objectives 

through these means (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022, 7). The index does not, however, map 

the activities of these states in cyberspace. The US is listed as the most powerful cyber actor. 

Despite this, information on US cyber activity is insufficient to conduct a detailed analysis of 

the state’s cyber operations (see EuRepoC 2023). Consequently, to answer the specific 

research question related to conducting cyber operations, the universe of analytically feasible 

cases is limited to China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea.  

 

Based on this limitation, this thesis will argue that the case of Chinese cyber operations in the 

context of the South China Sea region is of intrinsic value to increase our knowledge of state 

cyber activity. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, China has been characterized as the 

second most powerful cyber power (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022). If we assume that 

cyber operations are a source of power through increased influence, it is important to increase 

our understanding of how China is using this source of power toward other countries. 

Secondly, South-East Asia has been characterised as the most targeted region for cyber 

operations in 2022, accounting for 31 % of all incident of cyber operations (IBM Security X-

Force 2023, 7).  

 

The South China Sea region is also described as a region of heightened conflict. An analysis 

of Chinese cyber activity in the region can therefore serve to illustrate how cyber operations 

are applied toward countries with which a state has an antagonistic relationship. However, 

despite these two features, there is a research gap on the activity of China through cyberspace 

in this region. As the literature review illuminated, the focus on China has mainly been on 

Chinese cyber operations as a tool to reduce the technology gap between China and other 

states, specifically the United States. Consequently, to understand the potential of cyber 
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operations as a means of influence in international relations, it is important to broaden the 

scope of the research on cyber operations to encompass this region.  

 

Consequently, the analysis will study cyber operations occurring in the littoral states in the 

South China Sea. These states are Taiwan, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, and Vietnam. 

Additionally, the analysis will consider cyber operations occurring in the US that can be 

plausibly linked to the context of the South China Sea. The reason behind this is that the US 

has a strong presence in the region, which the Chinese government has strongly opposed 

(Yang 2021, 65). 

 

Furthermore, openly available information from private security companies shows that 

Chinese cyber activity diverges from the general perception of how cyber operations are 

applied in the majority of the literature (see i.e., Bermejo, Huang, and Lei 2017; Check Point 

Research 2020; Fraser et al. 2019; Insikt Group 2021; Symantec 2023). These companies 

describe the activity as espionage or intelligence, based on a high level of information 

extraction through the exfiltration of files or surveillance of systems. Consequently, research 

on the analytical case of Chinese cyber operations in the context of the South China Sea could 

serve to illuminate an alternative perspective on how states act through cyberspace.  

 

The need to research information extraction strengthened by the fact that previous research 

has shown that the destructive potential of cyber operations is limited. For example, if the 

level of effectiveness is increased, stealth will decrease (see Maschmeyer 2021). This 

illustrates a need to illuminate alternative state activity in cyberspace, encompassing the 

elements of information extraction. Concerning this, however, it is important to highlight that 

the aim of this case selection is not to contribute to a general understanding of the cyber 

phenomenon that can be applied to all cases but rather to deepen and broaden our knowledge 

of the range of which cyber operations may be applied as a tool of state foreign relations. The 

case should therefore be understood as serving to exemplify one aspect of the phenomenon. 

This understanding might not apply to Russia, North Korea, or Iran, but it will increase our 

understanding of how China employs these tools in a region on which it holds a strong 

strategic focus.  

 

For this thesis, the chosen unit of analysis is termed “cyber units”. This term signifies an actor 

conducting cyber operations, the choice of this unit of analysis focuses the inquiry on the 
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activity of specific actors. This is a novel understanding of the unit of analysis in the cyber 

operations literature. The literature on the topic has mainly focused on three analytical units. 

Firstly, the technical characteristics of cyber operations (i.e., Borghard and Lonergan 2019; 

Gartzke and Lindsay 2015; Nye Jr. 2016). And secondly, specific cyber operations that have 

occurred (i.e., Lindsay and Gartzke 2018; Smeets 2018). Concerning the units of analysis 

applied to previous research, the thesis will incorporate these perspectives by utilizing the 

technical characteristics as a foundation for the theoretical framework. Furthermore, specific 

cyber operations will be included as part of the activity of the cyber units.  

 

A third unit of analysis in previous research has been a campaign perspective, where a string 

of incidents of cyber operations likely conducted by the same nation-state are connected to 

analyse the strategic significance of the campaign. Incidents are therefore aggregated by an 

assumed common objective (Harknett and Smeets 2022). Private security companies 

commonly present their data in this perspective (see i.e., Baumgartner and Golovkin 2015; 

Bermejo, Huang, and Lei 2017; Glyer et al. 2020a; Kaspersky 2021; Raggi and Scenarelli 

2022). The main problem is that these companies rarely unveil exactly how these incidents 

were aggregated to an assumed common objective. These conclusions are likely drawn from 

data that is not openly available but rather something they have access to owing to having 

customers across various sectors in multiple countries. Accordingly, I will argue in the 

following that cyber units are a better choice for units of analysis when conducting research 

into cyber operations conducted by states.  

 

The chosen unit of analysis opens a need for a note on attribution. This term denotes how 

specific actors are connected to a specific state. For a long time, there was an impression of 

the impossibility of attributing actors in cyberspace. In some cases, this served as an 

important empirical characteristic of cyberspace to underscore specific theoretical argument 

(see i.e., Borghard and Lonergan 2017). Attribution is, however, not impossible (Rid and 

Buchanan 2015). Attributions of specific cyber units to states often occur, and the range of 

sources that will be applied in the analysis is a testament to this. These attributions are often 

based on four parameters: (i) the infrastructure of the intruder, as in the communication 

structures they are using, (ii) the malware employed in the intrusion, (iii) the target of the 

intrusion, (iv) and the date and /or time at which the intrusion occurred (Caltagirone, 

Pendergast, and Betz 2013). When following attributions of cyber units, I give direct credence 

to the sources with direct access to information instead of sources reporting on the analysis. 
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These sources are security companies with customers among the targets and state intelligence 

services which we can assume have access to varied information on the topic. Giving direct 

credence to these sources involves discounting information that states something different 

from the statements of the primary sources.  

 

Private security companies use different names for what is likely the same actor. This naming 

convention offers an obstacle to gathering information on cyber units' activity in the region. 

However, it is possible to merge information. This is done from known associations in the 

literature and by security companies, who present aliases of the name they use when referring 

to the cyber units. To illustrate this point, we can take an alleged Chinese threat group known 

under one name as APT41 as an example. APT41 is the name given by the American security 

company Mandiant (Fraser et al. 2019). This company has developed a naming convention 

where APT stands for Advanced Persistent Threat, followed by a number for when it was 

discovered relative to other APT groups. Aliases of the APT41 group are BARIUM by 

Microsoft (McConkey et al. 2022, 29; Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023a), Blackfly by 

Symantec (Symantec 2023), Group 72 Cisco Talos (Willams, Lee, and Esler 2014), Red 

Kelpie by PwC (McConkey et al. 2022, 29), Wicked Panda/Spider by CrowdStrike (Meyers 

2018), Bronze Atlas by Secureworks (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023a) and Axiom 

by Novetta (Novetta Threat Research Group 2014). This group is also known as Winnti in 

public reporting based on the name of the malware they frequently use to infiltrate systems 

(Meyers 2018; Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023a).  

 

By merging information on aliases, the aggregated level of empirical information increases. 

This creates an improved ability to analyse threat group activity over time and draw more 

coherent inferences on what targets and sectors they are interested in. Connecting this 

information to the context in which it appears, and public documents on foreign policy 

interests could allow for drawing valid inferences on how the Chinese government applies 

these cyber operations as a foreign policy tool. Some of these actors are attributed directly to 

Chinese government agencies. Others are assumed to be based in China. Considering the 

strict laws governing the use of the Internet in China and the laws that any actor must disclose 

information to the government on request (Creemers 2022), it is safe to assume that the 

government knows what is going on. This could mean that groups not directly linked to the 

government are used as contractors and may therefore aid in achieving government 

objectives. The cyber units listed in the table below will be emphasized to allow for this 
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analysis. These actors are chosen based on the active cyber units in the region, which is 

information drawn from openly available information. The character of this information is 

elaborated on below. The main name will refer to the cyber unit in this thesis. The aliases will 

be used to search for information on the activity of the cyber unit as a unified actor.            

 

 

Main name Aliases 

APT41 BARIUM by Microsoft (McConkey et al. 2022, 29; Secureworks Counter 

Threat Unit 2023a), Blackfly by Symantec (Symantec 2023), Group 72 Cisco 

Talos (Willams, Lee, and Esler 2014), Red Kelpie by PwC (McConkey et al. 

2022, 29), Wicked Panda/Spider by CrowdStrike (Meyers 2018), Bronze Atlas 

by Secureworks (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023a), Axiom by Novetta 

(Novetta Threat Research Group 2014) and Winnti (Meyers 2018; Secureworks 

Counter Threat Unit 2023a).  

APT10 Red Apollo by PwC (McConkey et al. 2022), MenuPass by TrendMicro 

(Benson and Kohei 2017), Stone Panda by CrowdStrike (Kozy 2018), 

POTASSIUM (Benson and Kohei 2017; Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 

2023f), CVNX by BAE Applied Intelligence (Benson and Kohei 2017), Bronze 

Riverside by Secureworks (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023f), Hogfish 

by iDefense (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023f), Tianjin State Security 

Bureau (Department of Justice 2018). 22/05/2023 16:35:00 

APT30 Naikon by Kaspersky (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023c), Bronze 

Sterling/Bronze Geneva by Secureworks and Override panda by Crowdstrike 

(Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023c). 22/05/2023 16:35:00 

BlackTech 

(Bermejo, 

Huang, 

and Lei 

2017) 

Bronze Canal/CTG-6177 (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023b), 

Palmerworm by Symantec (Symantec 2020) and Shrouded Crossbow (Bermejo, 

Huang, and Lei 2017). 22/05/2023 16:35:00 

APT27 APT27 by Mandiant, Budworm by Symantec, Emissary Panda by CrowdStrike, 

Iron Tiger by Trend Micro, Lucky Mouse by Kaspersky, Temp.Hippo by 

FireEye and Bronze Union by Secureworks (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 

2017b).  

Table II 
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Mustang 

Panda 

Red Lich by PwC (McConkey et al. 2022, 28), Bronze President by 

Secureworks, and HoneyMyte by Kaspersky (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 

2019).  

Goblin 

Panda 

Cycldek by Kaspersky (Kaspersky 2021) 

APT40 Bronze Mohawk by Secureworks (Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023e), 

FEVERDREAM, GADOLINIUM by Microsoft, Hellsing by Kapersky, 

Kryptonite Panda by Crowdstrike, Leviathan by ProofPoint, Pickleworkm by 

Symantec and Periscope, Temp.Periscope and Temp.Jumper by Mandiant 

(CISA 2021).  

APT17 Deputy Dog by Mandiant, Aurora Panda by CrowdStrike, Hidden Lynx by 

Symantec, Shell Crew, Tailgater Team, Bronze Keystone/TG-8153 

(Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2023d).  

Chimera Referred to Chimera in open-source information by Taiwanese company 

CyCraft (CyCraft Research Team 2020). Same name used in other reports on 

the cyber unit (Jansen 2021).  

APT3 Gothic Panda by CrowdStrike (Kozy 2018), Buckeye, Pirpi, UPS Team, TG-

0110/Bronze Mayfair by Secureworks (Sungbahadoor 2017).  

Bronze 

Butler 

CTG-2006/Bronze Butler by Secureworks, Stalker Panda by CrowdStrike 

(Secureworks Counter Threat Unit 2017a), Tick and RedBaldKnight by Trend 

Micro (Chen, Kakara, and Shoji 2019).  

APT1 Comment Crew by Symantec (Chantzos 2010), Numbered Panda, Bronze 

Globe/TG-8223 by Secureworks and Byzantine Candor.  

 

In merging information on cyber units, I have chosen a majority-based understanding of 

attributions. If several sources agree that one actor is the same, I follow this conclusion. The 

rationale behind this is that if several sources agree, it could indicate that the conclusion is 

based on a higher level of information, as these companies are in charge of the security 

solutions of separate systems. I highlight this because reports suggest an overlap between 

APT17 and APT41 (Hegel 2018). This means that there are indications that these actors could 

be the same. The reason for this is based on how attribution is conducted. If they find 

similarities in infrastructure or the malware employed in the intrusion, it might suggest that 

two cyber units are the same. However, in this case, I could not find any sources 
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corroborating that APT17 and APT41 are the same, and therefore I have chosen to treat them 

as separate units.  

 

5.3 Empirical Information and Triangulation of Sources 

 
As has been made evident in the section above, private security companies are one of the 

most important sources of information into the activity of states through cyber operations. 

These companies offer security solutions (e.g., antivirus protection, intrusion detection, 

incident management, threat intelligence) to government entities, the private sector, and 

businesses in various countries. Therefore, they often hold direct access to empirical 

information that is not available anywhere else. The analysis of Chinese cyber units’ activity 

will therefore be based on available information on cyber operations from private security 

companies, combined with reports from the media in the region. This will, however, present 

itself with some issues, which will be highlighted below.  

 

Whether a cyber operation is initiated for information extraction, surveillance, or more 

destructive purposes, such as systems take-down, or deletion or modification of files, will be 

based on how the implant (i.e., malware) functions within the systems. Private security 

companies attributing incidents of cyber operations are experts in IT security. Consequently, 

information on how malware functions is extensive relative to other types of information on 

this topic. It is, therefore, possible to classify the activity of cyber units into the specific 

categories of information extraction or disruption, destruction, and denial.  

 

Classifying cyber unit activity in this way involves collecting information for an original 

dataset on activity by the cyber units listed above in the region (see appendix). When 

establishing whether an actor is active in the region, I have used the list of actors in the 

MITRE ATT&CK framework as a point of departure. This is a comprehensive list of all 

active cyber units and includes “China-based” listings (MITRE ATT&CK 2023). MITRE 

ATT&CK is an industry-leading framework mainly known for detailing the tactics and 

techniques cyber units use to infiltrate systems. Additionally, MITRE offers a page for every 

cyber unit, which gives access to two very useful sources of information. The first is a short 

list of sources describing the tactics and techniques of the groups, and the second is a list of 

synonyms signifying one actor. Based on this information, I searched for information on the 

cyber units.  
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During this process, two additional tools were particularly helpful. The first was the cyber 

operations tracker from the EU Repository for Cyber Incidents (EuRepoC). This yielded 

access to several reports on cyber operations occurring in the region. However, the project is 

in its early stages and only includes incidents that have generated attention in traditional 

media (see Harnisch et al. 2023). Related to cyber operations, I find this is a rather high 

threshold for inclusion in the analysis. The main reason for this is that cyber incidents that 

have resulted in attention in traditional media generally create a relatively large amount of 

disruption. Only including these incidents could create a skewed picture of cyber activity.  

Therefore, this tool was supplemented with the malware tracker from the Fraunhofer Institute 

for Communication, Information Processing and Ergonomics (Fraunhofer FKIE 2023). This 

tool offers a comprehensive list of sources of malware observations, categorized based on the 

names of cyber units. Since it is a list based on observations of the use of specific types of 

malware, the number of included incidents of cyber operations is higher. This helped me 

overcome a central problem when collecting information from websites. Several of the 

sources were found on websites that are no longer maintained. This problem could be a result 

of mergers of companies or simply that the site has been deleted. However, with access to 

saved links on the Malware Tracker, I could find the deleted information through the Internet 

Archive.  

 

Collecting empirical information resulted in several reports from private security companies. 

Reading through these reports, I could filter out the active cyber units in the region. 

Moreover, reading through the reports created a snow-balling effect, leading to access to more 

sources on the same actors. The main strategy was to look up references and search for 

information whenever a report stated a synonym for the cyber units. Furthermore, after 

establishing synonyms and connecting this to one security company, I searched for 

information in annual reports from companies such as Microsoft, Mandiant, TrendMicro, 

SecureWorks, TrendMicro, and PwC. Knowing the name security companies use to describe 

one actor and whether it has been known to be active in the South China Sea region allowed 

me to look for additional information on the activity of one actor within a given year.  

 

All in all, my efforts yielded a dataset of 50 cyber incidents occurring in the South China Sea 

from 2005 until 2023 (see Appendix). While too small a sample for meaningful statistical 

inference, it is a significant improvement on existing peer-reviewed articles on cyber 
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operations. Compared to previous research on cyber operations, this original dataset provides 

a more comprehensive empirical foundation for analysis of cyber operations in a regional 

context (see i.e., Lindsay and Gartzke 2018; Nye Jr. 2016; Smeets 2018). Consequently, the 

original dataset will broaden the empirical scope by including all the openly available 

information on Chinese cyber activity in this region in a more systematic way.  

 

An incident can include intrusions into the systems of one target or consist of targeting of 

several entities. Most “incidents” in the dataset are cyber operations conducted toward one 

entity. However, in some cases, I have not been able to separate the information of targeting 

towards separate entities. The reason for this is that some sources is characterised by a certain 

vagueness. By this I mean that they do not disclose which entity was targeted at what time. 

Rather, they state that entities in particular sectors of society were targeted over a longer 

period. One example is that entities within the government, military, health, diplomacy, 

education, and politics were targeted in Vietnam in 2020 and 2021 (Kaspersky 2021). This 

type of empirical information illuminates what targets Chinese cyber units are interested in. 

However, they make contextualisation difficult. Because of this, I will go in-depth in the 

analysis of the incidents that give more detailed information on a separate targeted entity and 

the time in which the incident occurred.  

 

The limited amount of information is a central concern that any analysis of cyber operations 

must deal with. I present the triangulation of sources as a solution to this problem. This will 

involve complementing information on cyber operations with information on the context in 

which they occurred. The context can be established through observations of targets and the 

time the incidents occurred. This is a solution to the problem because it provides a deeper and 

more nuanced understanding of the surrounding circumstance of cyber operations. This is 

helpful for three of separate reasons. Firstly, by considering the broader context, the analysis 

can gain a more comprehensive understanding of the subject under analysis. Secondly, it 

provides information that helps in interpreting incidents. Without context, the meaning or 

significance of certain elements may be misinterpreted or misunderstood. This is especially 

important considering the limited amount of information on cyber activity and could aid in 

preventing biased inferences. Thirdly, by examining contextual conditions, the analysis may 

identify patterns that emerge over time. Considering that the empirical information can be 

rather vague, placing the incidents in their context may provide a path to identifying trends.  
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Central to illuminating the research objective of how Chinese cyber operations align with 

policy objectives is to identify the characteristics of Chinese policy objectives in the South 

China Sea region. Hansen (2006) has presented a perspective on what sources are 

authoritative in research of foreign policy. She argues that material should be chosen in 

accordance with two sets of considerations. Firstly, the texts should primarily be from the 

period under examination. Secondly, the collection of texts should encompass key texts that 

are frequently cited. This means that material that is widely read and receives significant 

attention should be emphasised (Hansen 2006, 74).  

 

Doshi (2021) also presents an argument for what texts should be considered authoritative, 

particularly in relation to China. He regards the most authoritative texts to be leader-level 

memoirs, doctrinal texts, archival sources, official speeches, classified materials, and essays 

by senior leaders. According to Doshi, they better reflect Party thinking in China than more 

frequently cited but less reliable sources, such as Chinese journal articles (Doshi 2021, 33). 

The analysis will mainly focus on the year before 2014 and up until 2023, which is a period 

offering more detailed information on Chinese cyber operations. The relevance of archival 

sources and leader-level memoirs is therefore reduced. Furthermore, classified texts and 

essays by senior leaders are not easily available for two reasons. The first is that the classified 

texts rely on leaks of this information from sources within the governments, and the second – 

and more important - is that I cannot read sources in Chinese.  

 

Therefore, with these considerations as a point of departure, the characteristics of Chinese 

policy objectives is established through a combination of official speeches, statements, and 

doctrinal texts, such as government White Papers stipulating Chinese foreign policy, trade 

policy, or security policy and the Five-Year-Plans, stipulating the overall strategy for 

achieving central goals. Such texts are frequently applied to analyse CCP policy objectives 

and are therefore often available in a translated version. Overall, this triangulation of sources 

makes use of a wide range of available information. This triangulation opens up to searching 

for regularities. This could yield a more detailed and balanced picture of the situation.  
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5.4 Obstacles to Valid Inferences and Solutions to These Issues 

In the section above, I have detailed an approach to gathering empirical information on cyber 

operations and the context surrounding cyber operations. Nevertheless, this approach does not 

present itself without some issues. In this section, I will highlight some issues connected to 

this approach and how these issues might interfere with the validity of inferences in the 

ensuing analysis. I will also present some solutions to the weaknesses and how these solutions 

could aid in establishing a stronger validity of inferences.  

 

The method of triangulation of sources introduces some issues. A central issue is the danger 

of confirmation bias, which entails an interpretation of information that is consistent with pre-

existing beliefs. By connecting the cyber threat activity to an established context, it is quick to 

conclude that the interest in a specific sector is aligned with the policy objective. The main 

reason for this is that the activity itself is obscured, and concrete information is limited. This 

is a weakness of studying cyber activity – it is shrouded in vagueness and secrecy. This is one 

of the reasons why the thesis asks how activity “aligns” with policy objectives. It is not 

possible to establish a clear connection. However, despite this, the findings that could be 

uncovered are valuable to broaden and deepen our understanding of how cyber operations are 

utilised in international relations. The thesis conducts research into a phenomenon that we 

lack information on. This makes it important to find answers, despite the potential biases in 

empirical information and the issues with drawing inferences.  

 

Furthermore, I will highlight three issues with the empirical information collected from 

private security companies that must be highlighted. The core consequence of these issues is 

that the empirical information I have collected might not give a representative picture of 

Chinese cyber activity. Concerning bias, the first source is that customers of private security 

companies are likely wary of letting them disclose information on security breaches. A result 

of this is that the openly available information often applies a general name for a targeted 

sector rather than the specific target. An example of this is using the name “military 

organizations” or “government organizations” instead of the specific name of the entity in 

these sectors. Moreover, the names “education” or “research” is used when a university or a 

research institute has been targeted, rather than the specific names of these organizations. This 

is coupled with the country of which the target is located. Consequently, it is possible to draw 

information on the targeted sector in a specific country. For example, it is possible to classify 

a specific incident as an intrusion for the purposes of information extraction from a military 
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entity in Vietnam. Based on these classifications, the activity will be analysed in light of the 

theoretical framework and the context in which it occurs.  

 

The vagueness in the information creates a hurdle to drawing valid inferences. This is because 

valid inferences rely on the ability to connect the targeting to the context in which it occurs. 

This is a weakness of for three reasons. Firstly, it can make it difficult to interpret the 

empirical information accurately. Consequences of this could either be inconsistent 

inferences, or it could result in difficulty of understanding the meaning of an observation, thus 

making it challenging to draw valid conclusions. Accordingly, I will specifically focus on 

activities where there is information on the time the activity occurred. The reason is that it 

makes it possible to contextualise the activity. While not a completely failsafe solution, it 

makes it possible to draw inferences on how they align with policy objectives. Still, where the 

information is particularly vague, this will be emphasised, and inferences will be drawn 

cautiously. Moreover, if several interpretations of the same observation of cyber activity are 

possible, this will also be highlighted.  

 

Secondly, highly sophisticated actors could succeed in keeping the operations covert, for 

example by employing openly available malware (which is openly available online) or by 

using the established infrastructure for cyber operations of an adversary (i.e., Bartholomew 

and Guerrero-Saade 2016). This ability could result in the most sophisticated actors not being 

present in the available empirical material. For instance, the US is largely absent from 

available empirical material, even though they take up the top spot over a ranking of the 

world’s strongest cyber powers (Voo, Hemani, and Cassidy 2022). The result of this could be 

that some countries are over-represented in openly available information. Consequently, it 

could create the impression that these states conduct more cyber operations than other states 

when this might not be the case.  

 

Thirdly, most of the industry dominating private security companies are based in Western 

countries. Some of the largest companies offering security solutions are Microsoft, Mandiant 

(a part of Google), Symantec, and CrowdStrike. These companies inflict a strong influence on 

how the phenomenon of cyber operations is understood because they have access to first-hand 

information on the state of systems. This could result in an additional bias in the data. In 2011 

the US government signalled increased strategic interest in China and the Asia-Pacific Region 

(Clinton 2011). This opened an important new avenue in security solutions. When private 
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security companies choose to highlight the activity of cyber units originating from China, it 

could be interpreted as a result of a need to signal to potential customers that relevant threats 

are of the highest priority. Therefore, the strong focus on China could result from a 

commercial interest in gaining more customers (FireEye 2015; 2019; Glyer et al. 2020a; 

Hegel 2018; Insikt Group 2017).  

 

The second and third biases present issues to valid inferences for two reasons. First, it could 

present a limited perspective of cyber operations, which could be an obstacle to a 

comprehensive understanding of Chinese cyber operations. Second, it could emphasise a 

particular narrative. For example, if the empirical information is biased along the lines of a 

strategic focus of Western countries, the data could, for instance, be biased towards a specific 

target, thereby creating the impression on a stronger focus on this type of target. Combined, 

this creates an obstacle to the validity of inferences. Nevertheless, this thesis can only rely on 

openly available information, including the potential biases that could be introduced in the 

analysis due to relying on this information.  

 

Nevertheless, two qualities of the research design have been introduced to remedy these 

issues. Firstly, the chosen unit of analysis – cyber units – is chosen to ground the analysis in a 

broader empirical foundation. The original dataset is one of the most comprehensive 

empirical foundations for an analysis of state activity through cyber operations. Secondly, the 

strategy of triangulation of sources gives insight into the cyber activity in its broader context. 

This could aid in gaining a more comprehensive understanding of the topic of the research 

objective. It could also aid in interpreting the incidents conducted by the separate cyber units. 

Due to the vagueness of the sources, the contextual conditions could strengthen the 

understanding of the significance of incidents, which could be overlooked if cyber operations 

are analysed in isolation. All in all, this could create a foundation for a more nuanced 

understanding of Chinese cyber operations.  

 

Additionally, more openly available information could be a positive side-effect of the biases 

presented above. Compared to other cyber powers, such as the US, UK and, France (Voo, 

Hemani, and Cassidy 2022), there is more openly available information on the activity of 

Chinese cyber units. The potential bias in the empirical material resulting from the strategic 

focus of Western states could therefore result in more available information on the activities 

of Chinese cyber units. This means there is more data on the means of intrusion they use, the 
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targets they choose, and the effects of those intrusions. If the analysis had aimed to compare 

the activity of China with the US, UK or France, the bias would most likely have resulted in 

skewed inferences. However, the research question asks for Chinese cyber unit activity in 

isolation. Despite the potential bias in the material, the available information could serve to 

illuminate how Chinese cyber units operate. In combination with information on the context, 

this strengthens our ability to understand how China specifically employs cyber operations as 

a tool of foreign relations.  

 

Even though the empirical material might not yield a full picture of Chinese operations, I will 

argue that illuminating state activity in cyberspace through the research objective of this 

thesis is important. The field of research on cyber operations is relatively new. By combining 

the theoretical framework developed in this thesis with the original dataset, I will contribute 

to developing innovative approaches and theories to the research on how and why states 

conduct cyber operations. In summary, this innovative approach has three central aspects. 

Firstly, I ask an original question of how cyber operations align with broader foreign policy 

objectives. Secondly, I shed light on this research objective by developing a theoretical 

framework that encompasses a more nuanced understanding of cyber operations. Thirdly, I 

apply this to an original dataset, which is developed to open up for a more empirically 

grounded analysis compared to a large portion of the previous research on cyber operations.  
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6 Analysis and Discussion 
In this chapter, I establish Chinese policy objectives in the South China Sea region. 

Establishing publicly stated policy objectives creates a foundation for the extent to which 

policy aligns with practice. In the following, I will discuss the findings of my data collection 

by presenting the activity of Chinese cyber units, understood as the target chosen for intrusion 

and the time in which the activity occurred. The activity of Chinese cyber units is then 

discussed against the contextual backdrop of Chinese policy in the same period, and this is 

combined to determine whether policy and practice align.  The activity and the contextual 

backdrop are then combined to discusses how the findings can be interpreted in relation to the 

theoretical framework.  

 
6.1 Chinese Policy Objectives in the South China Sea 

To infer (dis)alignment between cyber operations and policy, it is first necessary to lay out 

key information on Chinese policy objectives in the context of the South China Sea region. 
Policy objectives of China in the region may be divided into the following three categories. 

Firstly, territorial questions, specifically connected to disputed islands and reefs in the South 

China Sea, and the question of Taiwan. The latter is related to ensuring the unity of the 

country, which includes safeguarding sovereignty over Tibet, Xinjiang, Hong Kong, and 

Taiwan. Safeguarding sovereignty over these regions is connected to safeguarding national 

security, which is understood as guaranteeing the safety of citizens and the stability of the 

political system. Lastly, economic development, specifically related to the Belt and Road 

Initiative and other economic development strategies stipulated in the Five-Year Plans. These 

policy objectives guide China’s foreign policy and shape its interaction with other countries 

and international organizations. 

 

Official statements from the government can give an insight into the policy objectives that the 

state deems particularly important. In 2011 a White Paper on ´China’s Peaceful Development´ 

was published. This document described China´s “core interests”, which were pronounced to 

include “state sovereignty, national security, territorial integrity, and national reunification, 

China’s political systems established by the Constitution and overall social stability, and the 

basic safeguards for ensuring sustainable economic and social development” (The State 

Council The Peoples Republic of China 2011). This statement gives some insight into the 

overall focus on policy development in the past decade. 
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A central question is China's claim of sovereignty over territory in the South China Sea that 

other states have claimed as their own. The most strongly disputed islands in the South China 

Sea are the Spratly Islands and the Paracel Islands, both of which China has claimed 

sovereignty over based on historic rights (Yang 2021, 67). Specifically, the historical claim 

over the region is referred to as the nine-dash line. This refers to a unilateral nine-dashed line 

which China has used to claim the entire South China Sea basin (i.e., Permanent Mission of 

the People’s Republic of China 2009). The nine-dash line was first published in 1948, and has 

been used to emphasise the sovereign claim over the waters (Yang 2021, 67), stretching along 

the coastline of the Philippines, Brunei, and Vietnam, the other claimants of territory in the 

South China Sea.  

 

 

1 

 

 
1 Illustration by Goran Tek-en, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
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This conflict has roots going back several decades. In 1974, China gained full control over the 

Paracel Islands through naval battles with Vietnamese forces. Vietnam considers this area 

within its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). This conflict has resurfaced in recent years 

(Zhang 2017, 444). In 1988, China occupied the Spratly Islands, again through a naval 

conflict with Vietnam (Zhang 2017, 437). In late 2013, the Chinese government started 

building projects on seven reefs around the Spratly Islands. By 2016, all these reefs had been 

turned into islets (Zhang 2017, 445). Vietnam claims sovereignty over this area (Hải and Linh 

2021, 101). In 1994 China took control over Mischief Reed located within the EEZ of the 

Philippines (Zhang 2017, 438). The conflict over disputed territory, which has resurfaced in 

the last decades, has spurred China’s ambition to establish itself as a maritime power (Yang 

2021, 69).  

 

The perception of a legitimate claim over territory in the South China Sea basin has been 

evident in official policy statements. The 2012 Defence White Paper was the first to argue 

that China was a major maritime country. Accordingly, a reorientation of the PLA toward 

maritime interests occurred (Doshi 2021, 189).  The 2013 Defence White Paper had a 

subsection on “protecting overseas interests”, defined as overseas energy resources and 

strategic sea lines of communication (Doshi 2021, 187–88). The 2015 White Paper echoed the 

same sentiment as the 2013 Whitepaper but it also noted that it was necessary for China to 

develop a modern maritime military force structure, including modern military equipment for 

fighting a maritime war (Doshi 2021, 190).  

 

In 2019, The Chinese White Paper on national defence highlighted that national security faced 

threats from countries from outside the region entering what is considered China’s territorial 

waters and the waters and airspace near what is considered Chinese islands and reefs, such as 

the Spratly Islands and the Paracel Islands (The State Council Information Office of the 

People’s Republic of China 2019). Since 2015, the US has conducted Freedom of Navigation 

operations in the South China Sea. These operations are conducted in what is considered 

international waters according to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 

(UNCLOS). Concerning the US Freedom of Navigation Operations, the official narrative 

from the Chinese government is that the US is illegally entering Chinese territorial waters 

(Yang 2021, 65). A similar narrative on the US’ role in the region is either implicitly or 

explicitly alluded to by Chinese academics when discussing South-East Asian matters (Zeng, 

Xiao, and Breslin 2015, 257). Specifically, the question of the “first island chains” forms key 
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element in the US strategic plans towards China in the region. The “first island chain” refer to 

a chain of islands along the border of the territory that China considers to be holding a 

legitimate claim over in the South China Sea, such as the Paracel and the Spratly Islands, but 

also including Taiwan. 

 

Closely related to the question of control over the South China Sea and the relationship with 

the US is an interest is to gain control over Taiwan. To gain control over Taiwan, the Chinese 

government has perceives a need to solve three separate issues: gain control over the ‘first 

islands’ chain, to increase maritime security, and to strengthen control over what is regarded 

as a matter of undisputed unity of the mainland (Zeng, Xiao, and Breslin 2015, 260). In the 

category of “internal unity”, we find questions related to Tibet, Xinjiang, and Taiwan (Zeng, 

Xiao, and Breslin 2015, 257). The question of control over Taiwan is regarded as the largest 

problem in state relations with the US. China blames the US for trying to sabotage an 

important Chinese policy objective of achieving “internal unity” by uniting Taiwan in 

mainland China (Zeng, Xiao, and Breslin 2015, 262).  

 

The question of territorial control over the South China Sea is related to the interest in energy 

security and economic development, which was set out in the 2011 White Paper 2011. The 

Chinese government views the South China Sea as home to several important sea lanes, 

which are among the main navigation routes for China’s foreign trade and energy imports. 

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimates that 

roughly one-third of global shipping passes through the South China Sea. China is the largest 

importer and exporter of goods in the region (Cordesman, Burke, and Molot 2019).  

 

Furthermore, the region is also described as a central part of the 21st Century Maritime Silk 

Road, one of two branches of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Therefore, the security of 

these sea lanes is considered to be a vital objective for the Chinese government (Yang 2021, 

66, 69). Concerning economic development, the BRI is a central building block. In 2013, the 

Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) decided that China should 

accelerate the construction of infrastructure, to connect China with neighbouring countries 

and regions, and promote development along the Silk Road Economic Belt and the Maritime 

Silk Road (Liu, 2021, p. 226).  
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The success or failure of this endeavour relies heavily on the participation of Southeast Asian 

countries. Most of the BRI projects initiated in the region since 2013 involve railway, road, 

and power projects. Typically, these projects are carried out through joint ventures between a 

Chinese entity and the host country entity, with financing from Chinese-linked financial 

organizations. These joint ventures operate under concessions from the local government 

(Suffian 2018, 11–12). Moreover, trade between China and the countries in the region has 

increased rapidly in recent years (Yan 2018, 5). This development mirrors the Chinese 

preference for a South China Sea region where the other states are dependent on China 

economically and divorced from US alliances. Decreasing US influence in the region was 

outlined in a 2011 White Paper stipulating the concept of a “Community of Common 

Destiny” (Doshi 2021, 169). President Xi echoed the same sentiment in a speech held at the 

2014 Central Foreign Affairs Work Forum meeting. Here, Xi elevated the periphery over 

other focuses for Chinese strategy, thereby highlighting the central focus on the neighbouring 

countries from around this time (Doshi 2021, 172) 

 

The outline for social and economic development is stipulated in the Five-year plans. The 

plans set goals and targets for economic growth and development, with a focus on specific 

industries and sectors, and outline strategies and policies to achieve these goals. The currently 

active 14th plan, covering 2021-2025, aims to strengthen domestic capacity for innovation in 

manufacturing and high technology, with the ultimate goal of reducing reliance on foreign 

technology. Other important goals of the plan include upgrading infrastructure and enhancing 

China’s integration into the global economy (Xinhua News Agency 2021). The 13th plan, 

active from 2016 to 2020, aimed at improving the quality and efficiency of growth, 

transforming, and upgrading the economy, and doubling the 2010 GDP by 2020. Innovation 

was considered the driving force of this development (Central Committee of the Communist 

Party of China 2016). These goals are all emphasised in the 2015 “Made in China 2025” plan. 

The strategy defines industries where China wants to achieve major breakthroughs and 

become globally competitive. These include power equipment and next-generation 

information technology. To achieve this goal the government is investing heavily in research 

and development of advanced technology. The core aim is to initiate domestic innovation in 

technology (Zenglein and Holzmann 2019).   

 

In contrast to the 13th and 14th plans, the 12th five-year plan, active from 2011 to 2015, 

focused on elevating the core competitiveness of the manufacturing industry, improving new 
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and strategic industries, and strengthening urban and rural development (China’s National 

People’s Congress 2011). The 12th to the 12th and 12th plans gradually shift towards a more 

pronounces emphasis on innovation. While the 12th plan prioritized increased 

competitiveness, the 13th and 14th plans elevated scientific progress and innovation as the 

primary means of transformation and rejuvenation of the country.  

 

6.2 Cyber Unit Activity in the South China Sea 
The data I have collected indicate that Chinese cyber units are interested in targeting a 

specific set of entities in the South China Sea region. The most prominent targets are entities 

connected to national governments, such as ministries or the military. In 26 out of 50 

incidents, those were the target or one of the targets of the operation, as some incidents in the 

dataset include several targets, in line with the description of incidents given above. 

Additionally, seven incidents included the targeting of entities within the energy sector, while 

eight incidents involved the targeting of entities related to technology or technological 

development. Local law enforcement, telecommunications, and research (e.g., institutes and 

universities) were also among the targets of cyber operations conducted by Chinese cyber 

units. Some of the targeted research institutes are described as defence contractors. 

Concerning the targeting of Taiwan, the empirical information reveals an interest in advanced 

technology, such as superconductors, semiconductors, and other parts of the electronics 

industry. This was described as the target or one of the targets in five incidents in the period 

that the analysis covers.  

 

One of the most important findings of my information collection is that the impact on systems 

is classified as information extraction in all but one incident. In the following, I will analyse a 

selection of these incidents to establish whether they align with China’s publicly stated policy 

objectives. I have chosen to explore certain incidents in detail to gain a better understanding 

of the context in which they occurred. The common denominator between these incidents is 

that they yield more precise information on the targeted entity and when the intrusion 

occurred. The information on target and time makes it possible to place the activity in the 

context in which it occurred, which is important to infer (dis)alignment between policy and 

practice.  
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In my data set, the cyber unit with the highest frequency of incidents is APT40. The unit has 

been connected to the Hainan Province State Security Department, an arm of the Ministry of 

State Security (MSS) (Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs 2021). The Ministry of 

State Security (MSS) is responsible for overseeing Chinese intelligence operations. These 

intelligence efforts serve a dual purpose: carrying out internal security measures against 

dissidents and conducting foreign intelligence operations (Lowenthal 2017, 499). The cyber 

unit has been active since 2013, targeting various organizations, but with a specific focus on 

the South China Sea. In general, targeted organizations have included government agencies, 

defence contractors, manufacturers, universities, and legal firms involved in diplomatic 

disputes (Raggi and Scenarelli 2022). In 2019, the US Department of Justice issues an 

indictment that suggested that APT40 has historically targeted state-funded defence 

contractors across the globe to obtain intellectual property related to naval technology (United 

States District Court Southern District of California 2019). 

 

Specific incidents conducted by APT40 corroborate the findings of the two reports listed 

above. In early August 2016 a compromise of the Secretary General of Taiwan’s Government 

Office – the Executive Yuan – was uncovered. The Executive Yuan is the name of the 

executive branch of government in Taiwan. This intrusion was conducted by APT40 (Ray et 

al. 2016). The context of this incident was an increased uncertainty on the future of relations 

between China and Taiwan after elections were held in Taiwan in January 2016. Taiwan has 

two large political parties: the Kuomintang (KMT) and the Democratic Progressive Party 

(DPP). The DPP has supported the independence of Taiwan, while the KMT has been more 

lenient in state relations with China. In the election, Tsai Ing-wen from the Democratic 

Progressive Party (DPP) was elected president. For the first time, the political party 

Kuomintang (KMT) lost power in both legislative branches. After this election, the DPP 

controlled the Executive Yuan, the Legislative Yuan, and the majority of local government in 

Taiwan. In the aftermath of the election, China demanded that Tsai would accept the 1992 

consensus, which stipulates that the two sides of the Taiwan Strait belong to one China (Tung 

2016). President Tsai has subsequently refused to accept the consensus. The election, 

therefore, marked a deterioration of the relations between China and Taiwan. During the 

former president Ma of the KMT, dialogues and negotiations were more frequent, and 

involved tighter economic integration. This development culminated in a meeting between 

President Ma and President Xi in Singapore in November 2015 (Tung 2016).  
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The election of a DPP president created an increased situation of uncertainty regarding the 

future of relations between Taipei and Beijing. With this context as a point of departure, the 

compromise of the Legislative Yuan could be connected to an interest in gaining information 

on the future policy of the government of Taiwan on its relations with China. Based on the 

timing and the context of the incident in August I infer that this activity is in line with the 

Chinese policy objective of unifying China and Taiwan. Access to private information would 

be valuable to China at this junction. Based on the information extraction, the choice of target 

and the context in which the cyber operation occurred, the incident could be connected to an 

interest in achieving a decision advantage, to aid in developing the future strategy of 

incorporating Taiwan into mainland China.  

 

APT40 has also displayed an interest in targets in the Philippines. A specific incident n 

occurred in 2015, where the activity was aimed at military agencies. The attackers applied 

social engineering tactics to breach the targeted networks. They used contextually relevant 

subjects, and content, and gave e-mail attachments names such as “Statement” to convince 

chosen recipients to download and open the files supposedly sent for review (Alintanahin 

2015). Context-wise, prior years were marked by rising tensions. In 2014, the Philippine Air 

Force (PAF) initiated a modernization scheme known as Flight Plan 2028, prompted by the 

absence of up-to-date combat aircraft from 2005 to 2015. The primary objective was to 

acquire capabilities to combat incursions in 50% to 75% of the territory by 2020 and the 

complete territory, including the exclusive economic zone, by 2028. In 2013, the country also 

launched a program to acquire two new-build frigates. The 2013 program constituted a 

significant modernization of the Philippine Navy and Air Force (Vuving 2017).  

 

The modernization process could have created an interest acquiring information on the new 

state of Filipino military capabilities. As with the incidents above, the intrusions in military 

systems in the Philippines could be connected to an interest in achieving a decision 

advantage. The development of capabilities is considered private information in international 

relations. Achieving access to this information could serve to decrease the Chinese level of 

uncertainty in the relationship with the Philippines, possibly aiding in the creation of more 

precise future policies in the relationship between the two countries. Based on the activity 

aimed at Filipino military entities at the given time, the incident could be aligned with 

territorial interests in the South China Sea, of which China and the Philippines were engaged 

in a long-standing dispute in the years leading up to 2015.  
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Furthermore, APT40 also targeted the Department of Justice in the Philippines in 2015 

(Proofpoint 2017). The context of this intrusion was likely the proceedings between China 

and the Philippines in the Permanent Court of Arbitration under UNCLOS. The case 

concerned the dispute over maritime rights in the South China Sea, and what the Philippines 

regarded as Chinese unlawful actions in the region. China refused to take part in the 

proceedings, arguing that the Permanent Court of Arbitration had no jurisdiction over the case 

(Permanent Court of Arbitration 2016). Consequently, an intrusion into the Department of 

Justice during the height of the proceedings could give access to information on the Filipino 

government’s views on the dispute and the arbitration. Despite claiming that the Court of 

Arbitration holds no jurisdiction over the dispute, a ruling in the Philippines’ favour would 

serve as a blow to China’s standing in international relations. Insight into the perspective of 

the Department of Justice would therefore be valuable, especially considering that China 

chose to not take part in the proceedings and would therefore not get access to information 

through traditional sources. Consequently, considering the context of the incident it is 

possible to infer that the intrusion by APT40 occurred in step with policy objectives. The 

objective in this case was the territorial dispute between China and the Philippines. 

Consequently, the intrusion could be regarded as an effort to achieve a decision advantage 

because it would reduce the uncertainty related to how the Philippines viewed the arbitration 

case. This information would be particularly valuable seeing as China did not take part in the 

proceedings, and therefore would not have access to sources of information on the scene.  

 

In 2017, APT40 was observed impersonating an unmanned underwater vehicle manufacturer 

in phishing emails (Plan et al. 2019). This activity could indicate an interest in this specific 

maritime technology. Context-wise, this interest could be supported by the fact that the 

People Liberation Army Navy seized a United States Navy unmanned underwater vehicle 

(UUV) in December 2018 in international waters outside the coast of the Philippines. China 

was publicly called upon by the US for this incident (Cronk and US Department of Defense 

2016). Furthermore, in January and February of 2018, a US Navy contractor's computer 

system was hacked by APT40, resulting in the theft of confidential data related to secret 

projects. The contractor in question collaborated with the Naval Undersea Warfare Center, a 

research and development facility used by the US Navy for submarine-related engineering, 

testing, evaluation, and fleet support activities. The stolen information included hundreds of 

gigabytes of data associated with undersea warfare, autonomous underwater systems, and 
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offensive and defensive weapons systems (Liptak 2018). According to American officials, the 

stolen information included secret plans to develop a supersonic anti-ship missile for use on 

US submarines by 2020. Additionally, the stolen information also included signals and sensor 

data, submarine radio information relating to cryptographic systems, and the Navy submarine 

development unit’s electronic warfare library (Nakashima and Sonne 2018).  

 

Also in 2018, it was uncovered that APT40 had stolen information related to maritime 

technology from engineering firms and defence contractors in the US. The engineering firms 

included research institutes and other academic institutions (FireEye 2018). According to a 

report in Bloomberg, APT40 collected data related to radar range and the level of precision 

with which a developing system could detect activity at sea (Tweed 2018). Another report 

stated that the same actor had targeted universities in the US, with a specific focus on 

maritime technology. The targeting dates back to April 2017, and the security company 

iDefense assessed that the group emphasised small and medium contractors, academic 

institutions, and think tanks (Accenture iDefence 2019). A report from Wall Street Journals 

corroborated that some of the universities in this specific incident had been awarded contracts 

with the US Navy (Volz 2019).  

 

There are two possible interpretations possible for how these three separate incidents align 

with Chinese policy objectives. On the one hand, it could aid in developing new technology to 

modernise the PLA Navy, as per the 2013 Five-Year Plan. By acquiring information on 

foreign technology through cyber operations, the development of native technology could be 

stimulated. This would not be a novel occurrence. In 1999, the US House Select Committee 

on US National Security and Military/Commercial Concerns with the People's Republic of 

China claimed that China had stolen various pieces of information about nuclear weapons and 

satellite technology (Lowenthal 2017, 501). However, this assessment could be mirroring the 

US perception of Chinese activity, rather than the Chinese focus through the activity of 

APT40. An alternative interpretation is that the activity could serve to decrease uncertainty on 

US maritime capabilities and activities in the region by acquiring information on the 

technology that the US Navy is using in the region, and the character of the information that 

the US Navy is able to retrieve from their monitoring equipment, such as the UUV that was 

seized in 2016.  
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The context of these incidents are the Freedom of Navigation operations that the US Navy has 

conducted in the South China Sea since October 2015. These US Navy operations took place 

around the Spratly and the Paracel Islands, which China regards as its sovereign territory. The 

US argued that The Freedom of Navigation operations in 2015 and 2016 took place under 

innocent passage, which is considered a continuous transit through another state’s territorial 

water. In 2017, however, the operation in 2017 was conducted in a manner not consistent with 

innocent passage, presumably to more clearly challenge what the US considers to be an illegal 

Chinese claim to the area in question (Freund 2017). These Freedom of Navigation operations 

form the context of the APT40 incidents described above, because they all occurred after the 

US increased it military presence in the region. Based on the targeting and the context, the 

activity of APT40 could therefore be inferred to be in step with the policy objective of 

safeguarding territorial sovereignty in the South China Sea region and reducing the US impact 

in the area. 

 

The targeting of US navy contractors in the context of the Freedom of Navigation operations 

indicates an interest in monitoring the development of capabilities that can be deployed by the 

US Navy in the region. Information on capabilities is considered to be private information in 

international relations, and is a central source of uncertainty. However, access to this private 

information from systems of US navy contractors could give insight into the development of 

maritime capabilities. This access could result in a decision advantage, because it would 

alleviate the uncertainty related to US military activities in the South China Sea. This decision 

advantage could aid in developing future Chinese policy on how to address US military 

presence in the region. 

 

Regarding the interest in safeguarding sovereignty in relation to the US in the context of the 

South China Sea, it is noteworthy to highlight the activity of the cyber unit RedAlpha. 

Between 2019 and 2022 RedAlpha targeted entities such as the American Chamber of 

Commerce in Taiwan and American Institute in Taiwan. The activity is classified as the 

extraction of information (Insikt Group 2022). The targeting could serve to illuminate an 

interest in acquiring information on entities central to the relationship between the US and 

Taiwan. The American Institute is the de facto American embassy in Taiwan, and it has 

functioned as the diplomatic representation in Taiwan since 1979 (Kosar 2011, 26). The same 

interest in US relations with Taiwan is supported by the targeting of the American Chamber 

of Commerce in Taiwan, which supports American companies trading in Taiwan.  
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Context-wise, the period that RedAlpha conducted these intrusions marked the run up to the 

Taiwan Policy Act, approved by the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee in September 

2022. If the legislation is passed by the US Senate and House of Representatives, it will 

significantly enhance US military support for Taiwan, including billions in military 

assistance. The American Institute in Taiwan figured in the hearings leading up to the US 

Senate’s Taiwan Policy Act. Additionally, the Taiwan Policy Act has language on 

strengthening trade between Taiwan and the US (Costigan 2022). Targeting these entities 

could therefore be an important source of private information on the relationship between the 

US and Taiwan and how this might change. While the information on RedAlpha cyber 

operations in this period is not detailed enough to find a clear link between the Foreign 

Relations Committee policy proposal and RedAlpha activity, a central aspect of uncertainty in 

the Chinese objective of uniting Taiwan in mainland China is how the relationship between 

the US and Taiwan develops. Targeting these US entities could reduce uncertainty in this 

area, thereby aiding in acquiring a decision advantage on the US stance on the independence 

of Taiwan and how this might develop in the future.  

 

APT40 activity is not limited to targeting entities in the government and military sectors. In 

June 2021, the actor was observed targeting Malaysian entities engaged in offshore drilling 

and exploring deep-water energy sources, specifically companies involved in engineering, 

natural gas extraction, and the export of natural gas from the Kasawari Gas Project located off 

the coast of Malaysia (Raggi and Scenarelli 2022). As an isolated event, the intrusion could 

be aligned with Made in China 2025, which stipulates that the development of power 

equipment is a central interest. Accordingly, the targeting of the Kasawari Gas Project could 

be connected to an interest in developing economic capabilities relative to other states, which 

is regarded as an aspect of decision advantage.  

 

However, in close proximity to this activity, the Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative 

reported disruption at the project site stemming from Chinese Coast Guard intervention (Asia 

Maritime Transparency Initiative 2021). Therefore, considering the context, the activity could 

signify an interest in the project related to achieving a decision advantage. The reasoning for 

this conclusion is that the specific targets in this incident were all related to a physical 

presence in the area. This targeting, in the context of the activity of the Chinese coast guard, 

indicates an interest in monitoring which actors conducted activity in the area. The gas field is 
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located close to the nine-dash line, which China has used to claim sovereignty over the South 

China Sea. Therefore, this cyber activity by APT40 could be understood as aligned with 

Chinese interests in the territorial strife with Malaysia. Based on the context and the 

alignment with policy, it is possible to conclude that this incident was conducted in an effort 

to achieve a decision advantage, where the information could assist in developing policies for 

how to safeguard Chinese territorial integrity in the area.  

 

APT40 has also targeted various companies involved in the supply chain of offshore energy 

projects located in the South China Sea. The targeted entities comprise heavy industry and 

manufacturers responsible for the maintenance of offshore wind farms, producers of 

installation components used in offshore wind farms, exporters of energy from major energy 

exploration sites in the South China Sea, leading consulting firms offering specialized 

knowledge for projects in the area, and global construction companies accountable for 

installing offshore energy projects in the South China Sea (Raggi and Scenarelli 2022). An 

incident with more detailed information occurred in late March 2022. The incident involved 

phishing activity towards a key European supplier of heavy equipment for entities involved in 

the construction of the Yunlin Offshore Windfarm. The wind farm is located off the coast of 

Yunlin County in Taiwan. The incident was described as phishing, with no information on the 

effects of the intrusion (Raggi and Scenarelli 2022).  

 

An explanation of these incidents is that China is interested in the technology and the strategy 

for developing this technology. Offshore wind farms are a technology in development. To 

retrieve information on these wind farms would, as suggested above, be in line with the 2021-

2025 Five-Year plan emphasising innovation as a core goal, in addition to the reduction in 

climate emissions and energy security. It would also be aligned with the “Made in China 

2025” plan, which emphasises energy equipment as a core industry of domestic innovation. 

Access to information on the technology used and how it is developed, could serve to support 

the development of Chinese wind farms, aligned with the strategic plans. Theoretically, the 

targeting could be understood as an effort to improve Chinese economic capabilities. The 

information could contribute to reducing the uncertainty of the characteristics of the economic 

capabilities of the other littoral states of the South China Sea and aid in the effort to 

strengthen Chinese economic capabilities.  
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However, the targeting of Yunlin Offshore Windfarm also be connected to an interest in 

identifying the weak spots of Taiwan, to pressure the government to be more lenient towards 

Beijing. Taiwan has few indigenous sources of energy. The offshore wind resources are one 

of the few sources of energy in the country. It has no physical power connection with 

neighbouring countries, and there are no domestic sources of fossil fuels. Consequently, 

Taiwan relies on imports of fossil fuels for 97,7 percent of its total energy supply (Kucharaski 

2022). An efficient production of offshore wind in the future could therefore significantly 

contribute to energy security in Taiwan. Currently, Taiwan is vulnerable for disruptions. The 

fact that APT40 could successfully target the systems related to the windfarm, demonstrates a 

capability to access these systems. This demonstration could create a fear for disruptions in 

the future, in what could be an important part of the energy infrastructure in Taiwan. Based on 

the context, the incident could be described as an effort to compel the government in Taiwan. 

The reasoning behind this is that it demonstrates an ability to inflict pain in the future, 

creating an insecurity of what this actor might achieve in terms of disruptive effects in the 

future. This compellent effect would be aligned with the interest of uniting Taiwan in China.  

 

Furthermore, openly available information on APT40 activity indicates an interest in projects 

related to the development of infrastructure under the BRI. Around December 2017, the group 

was observed targeting a Malaysian high-speed rail corporation and a Malaysian political 

party. According to a US Department of Defence Indictment, the context of these intrusions 

was that the China Railway Engineering Group was seeking a multi-billion-dollar contract to 

build a high-speed railway to Malaysia. The Indictment claimed that the intrusions occurred 

around the same time that the party had a role in deciding whether the Chinese state-owned 

enterprise would get the bid on a railway contract in Malaysia (United States District Court 

Southern District of California 2019). As noted above, infrastructure development under the 

BRI is often achieved through a contract with the local government, which requires political 

support. Set in its contextual circumstances, this specific incident, therefore, indicates an 

interest in gaining information on the political process of acquiring the contract for 

infrastructure development, which would aid in developing a strategy of how to act towards 

the political actors involved in the process. Therefore, APT40 was likely employed to retrieve 

information on this process, which could be used to get the bid on the railway contract. This 

activity is in step with the policy objective of investing in infrastructure projects in the region. 

Based on the timing and the context, the incidents in Malaysia could be connected to an 
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information advantage, where the activity aid in achieving access to private information that 

the actor will not gain through traditional diplomatic and corporate channels.  

 

Another group active in the region is APT41. This cyber unit has also been connected to the 

Ministry of State Security in an indictment from the US Department of Justice (Department of 

Justice Office of Public Affairs 2020). Publicly available information suggests that the group 

has a particular interest in Taiwan. In April 2020, one of the largest cyber intrusions in Taiwan 

occurred. According to reports, the ColdLock ransomware was used during these incidents. In 

contrast to infostealers, ransomware encrypts both user files and databases present on local, 

removable, and network drives, effectively locking access to these systems (Cyberint 2020). 

One of the targets was the CPC Corporation, a state-owned petroleum and natural gas 

company and the largest supplier of petrol to Taiwan. The intrusion created a disruptive effect, 

with long queues at petrol stations around Taiwan for several days. CPC Corporation was not 

alone; ten more organizations in critical infrastructure were also targeted for intrusions that 

same weekend, including a large multinational semiconductor vendor. Chunghwa Telecom 

announced on May 6th that it had been breached. This is Taiwan's largest telecommunications 

company and the local exchange carrier of PSTN, Mobile, and Broadband services. (CyCraft 

Technology 2020b). Additionally, according to reports, the ransomware incidents also 

impacted Powertech Technology and other non-disclosed companies operating in Taiwan's 

semiconductor industry (Cyberint 2020).   

 

As was highlighted in the section on Chinese political objectives in the region, China is 

interested in fully implementing Taiwan as a part of mainland China. The context of this 

incident could – once again – be assumed to be the presidential election in Taiwan. Tsai Ing-

Wen from the DPP won the presidential seat for her second term by a strong majority. Tsai’s 

refusal to accede to Beijing’s proposal for a unification agreement was reported to have had an 

effect on the popular support of Tsai (L. Kuo 2020). The re-election of Tsai marked renewed 

support for the independence of Taiwan.  

 

The incidents at the beginning of 2020 were targeted toward what the government in Taiwan 

regards as critical infrastructure, which is considered to be energy, water resource, 

telecommunications, transportation, banking and finance, emergency aid and hospitals, central 

and local governments, and high-tech parks (Administration for Cyber Security 2022). Based 

on the context of the incidents and the targeting, it is possible to analyse these incidents in light 
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of compellence. The targeting of critical infrastructure could be considered compellence by 

putting pressure on the DPP government. The incidents displayed the capability of several 

Chinese cyber units to apply potentially severe effects on systems connected to critical 

infrastructure. The core of this potential compellent effect is the uncertainty it generates 

regarding the potential for future detrimental effects on critical infrastructure. The head of 

Taiwan's Department of Cyber Security acknowledged that significant breaches had occurred 

around this time. He noted that Taiwan's critical infrastructure relies heavily on digital 

systems, making it vulnerable to attacks (Cheung, Ripley, and Gladys 2021). This shows that 

the government in Taiwan is very aware of the likelihood of cyber operations occurring in the 

future and regards this as a threat.  

 

Accordingly, the effectiveness of cyber operations as a compellent threat is achieved through 

three factors. Firstly, through the action of targeting critical infrastructure, the willingness to 

impose pain is communicated. This action could be considered an effective threat because it is 

considered to be harmful by the government in Taiwan. Secondly, the incidents have been 

attributed to a Chinese cyber unit, one of which is known to be associated with the MSS. The 

attribution could heighten the fear of future Chinese action toward critical infrastructure. This 

fear could be strengthened by the capability of Chinese cyber units to exploit vulnerabilities in 

systems. According to Microsoft (Microsoft 2022, 39), Chinese state-sponsored actors have a 

high capacity for discovering and creating zero-day exploits from previously unknown 

vulnerabilities. Lastly, viewed in the context of statements from China on the unification of 

China and Taiwan, the aim of this activity could be to put pressure on the DPP government in 

Taiwan to change its stance on the relationship with China. Furthermore, the effect could be 

strengthened by undermining the confidence in the government of Taiwan’s ability to defend 

critical infrastructure. Taken together, these incidents could be understood as compellence 

towards Taiwan, aligned with the objective of incorporating Taiwan into mainland China.  

 

Nevertheless, the targeting of entities in the critical infrastructure of Taiwan could also be 

understood as surveillance. If cyber units are to create more disruptive effects on critical 

infrastructure in the future, it could be valuable to have information on how the situation would 

develop. This information could for example be how fast the systems would be up and running 

again and how the government in Taiwan would handle the situation. The destructive element 

of this incident – and the information retrieved from the other targeted entities - could be 

understood as a decision advantage because it could aid in developing cyber operations toward 
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critical infrastructure in the future. Observing how the reaction spans out after a disruptive 

attack could aid in modelling future disruption. Therefore, the information from the incidents 

in 2020 could be used to develop means of brute force in a situation of increased conflict in the 

future.  

 

A situation in which brute force could be expected occurred in 2022. In August of 2022, there 

was an increase in tensions across the Taiwan Strait. From the Chinese side, this was 

signalled through military demonstrations. These military demonstrations were reported to be 

the largest in 26 years and included numerous incursions into Taiwan’s air defence 

identification zone and four missiles evidently fired over the country (U-Jin and Suorsa 2022). 

A reason for this situation was the visit made by the Speaker of the US House of 

Representatives, Nancy Pelosi, in August 2022. Beijing regarded these steps as a de facto 

recognition of the independence of Taiwan, where each US action is part of a larger campaign 

to change the status quo (M. A. Kuo 2022). In a situation of increased tension, the existing 

literature on cyber operations would expect cyber activity to complement force to increase its 

effectiveness (see i.e., Egloff and Shires 2021; Smeets 2018). However, around this point in 

time, the only reported disruption was a Denial-of-Service incident against government 

websites. Among them was the website of the president of Taiwan (Miller 2022). Denial-of-

Service is conducted by overloading a website with traffic, subsequently rendering it 

inaccessible, and this type of incident is regarded as a less sophisticated method of creating 

effects on a system. Furthermore, the incident was not attributed to any of the active cyber 

units in the region. Rather, security experts were wary of connecting the incident to China 

(Miller 2022).  

 

This leads to the conclusion that there is no publicly available information of a more 

advanced intrusion into systems of critical infrastructure during this period of increased 

tension, as it would be plausible to expect. The reason for the lack of information on incidents 

could either be that the government of Taiwan or entities within Taiwan chose not to publicly 

disclose incidents, or it could be that no disruptive activity took place around this point in 

time. Considering that the intrusions to entities in critical infrastructure in 2020 were 

disclosed, the assumption that any severe intrusions occurring in 2022 would have been 

publicly disclosed is plausible. The result is a lack of severe disruptive activity during a 

period of heightened tensions. A possible interpretation could be that China regarded the 

military exercises as a clear signal of discontent with how the situation developed. China did 
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not, however, plan to invade Taiwan at this point. Theoretically, brute force would function 

well in preparation for increased conflict. For example, in combination with an invasion the 

effect could be used to deny access to information at a crucial time. Because China did not 

plan to invade Taiwan at this point, brute force could be regarded as not suitable under these 

circumstances.  

 

Other cyber units have also shown a specific interest in Taiwan. One of these is BlackTech. 

The unit has not been specifically connected to an intelligence or military bureau within China 

but has been described as well-funded and organized (Huang 2016). In April 2020, malicious 

activity was discovered in the systems of Taiwanese government agencies (CyCraft 

Technology 2020c). Additionally, targets across media, electronics, and finance were 

uncovered around this time. The targeting of a media company lasted from August 2019 to 

June 2020. The finance company was targeted from August 2019 to March 2020, and the 

finance company was targeted for a briefer period in March 2020. In contrast to the April 

2020 targeting of critical infrastructure, these incidents involved malware designed to enable 

information extraction (Symantec 2020).  

 

The aim of BlackTech in the incidents described above could be understood in multiple ways. 

The targeting of the media company could be understood in the context of the election in 

Taiwan. Exfiltration of information from a media company could increase knowledge on how 

the situation developed in the aftermath of the DPP election win. Theoretically, this activity 

could be understood as an effort to achieve a decision advantage, where the information 

retrieved could be an extra source of private information on how the political situation in 

Taiwan developed in the first half of 2020. Furthermore, a finance company was targeted in 

March 2020. Context-wise, retrieving information from a finance company in this period could 

serve to increase knowledge on the financial effects of the first measures of the Covid-19 

pandemic. The stability of the financial situation is vital for continued trade between China and 

countries in the region, which is an economic objective of China. The early stages of the 

Covid-19 pandemic induced a high level of uncertainty about how the measures following the 

pandemic would impact the financial situation. China is the largest trading partner of Taiwan 

(Maizland 2023). Additionally, Taiwan produces important components in Chinese advanced 

technology manufacturing, with companies in Taiwan producing around 68 percent of the 

world’s semiconductors and over 90 percent of the most advanced ones (Sacks 2023). Access 

to information that could reduce the uncertainty connected to the state of the financial situation 
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in Taiwan during this period would be attractive to the government of China. Therefore, it is 

possible to understand this activity in line with an effort to achieve a decision advantage to aid 

in developing future trade policy towards Taiwan.  

 

The electronics manufacturing industry in Taiwan was also targeted by both BlackTech and 

APT41 in 2020. Semiconductors are important components in every networked device, form 

mobile phones to electric cars. With the increased level of digitalization in societies 

worldwide, semiconductors will be increasingly important. Considering the existing literature 

on Chinese cyber operations (Gilli and Gilli 2019; Lindsay, Cheung, and Reveron 2015; 

Valeriano 2018), it is plausible to conclude that the active cyber units in the 2020 incident 

targeted the electronics industry in Taiwan for the purpose of stealing intellectual property. 

This information could aid in developing the same technology, consequently strengthening 

China’s position as a manufacturer of advanced technology. Theoretically, targeting high-tech 

manufacturing in Taiwan could aid in improving Chinese capabilities through the extraction of 

information on technology development. The capabilities in this case would be the resources in 

the economy, understood as one aspect state’s capabilities (Singer 1988; Singer, Stuart, and 

Stuckey 1972). In the context of the Taiwan-China relationship, semiconductors could be 

understood as a central element of leverage for Taiwan in preventing the Chinese 

government’s objectives of unifying the two countries. According to the “Made in China 

2025” plan, China aims to meet the domestic demand for semiconductors by 2025, which 

means that domestic innovation on this technology is necessary (Zenglein and Holzmann 

2019). Accordingly, the targeting of semiconductor manufacturers in Taiwan could be 

understood as aligned with the objective of improving domestic innovation in advanced 

technology.  

 

There is an active cyber unit that is seemingly focusing on Vietnam. In June 2020, it was 

uncovered that entities in the government and military sectors in Vietnam were targeted by the 

cyber unit called APT27. In the incident in Vietnam, the final payload was a remote 

administration tool that provided full control over the infected device. The analysis suggested 

that the activity was conducted by a group related to Cycldek, a Chinese-speaking group 

active since at least 2013. Dozens of computers were affected, with 80 % of them based in 

Vietnam. Most belonged to the government of the military sector; however, other targets were 

related to health, diplomacy, education, or politics (Kaspersky 2021).  
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The context of this activity is several maritime stands-offs between Vietnam and China in 

2020. Throughout the year, this included two missile tests near the Paracel Islands and 

sending a survey ship into the EEZ of Vietnam (Jennings 2020). Furthermore, in April 2020, 

China announced the establishment of two new administrative structures in the South China 

Sea. The first was the Xisha district, covering the Paracel Islands and Macclesfield Bank, and 

the second was the Nansha district, covering the Spratly Islands. Vietnam also claims both of 

these areas. The official motivation behind the move was to make administrative control more 

effective but it was read as a move to strengthen the grip over the area through a formalization 

of control with more lasting effects (Huong 2020). The government of Vietnam publicly 

disputed the announcement (Reuters 2020). Also in April, a Chinese coast guard ship sunk a 

Vietnamese fishing boat near the Paracel Islands. Vietnam answered by sending a note 

verbale to the United Nations rebutting Beijing’s claim to the maritime area. The maritime 

tension was resolved through a meeting between Chinese Defence Minister Wei Fenghe and 

Vietnam’s Ambassador to China Phạm Sao Mai, in September 2020 (Jennings 2020). Based 

on this, the activity would be aligned with Chinese territorial interests, specifically related to 

the dispute over the Spratly Islands with Vietnam. 

 

Establishing permanent administrative districts in a disputed area was an audacious move by 

China. Compared to maritime skirmished, it creates a more permanent effect. The move could 

potentially lead to escalating actions from Vietnam. However, access to military systems 

could give insight into how Vietnam would respond to these actions, potentially reducing the 

Chinese uncertainty on whether the situation would spiral into a more violent level of conflict. 

It is not possible to know at what specific time APT27 was active in retrieving information 

from military systems. However, based on the activity of the cyber units, the systems it was 

interested in, and the general context of this incidents, it is possible to infer that the aim was 

to achieve a decision advantage. The alleviated uncertainty of how Vietnam would respond to 

Chinese actions, thereby giving China an advantage in taking more precise and timely policy 

actions in the tense situation.  

 

Following parts of the literature on cyber operations, it would have been reasonable to expect 

a destructive or disruptive cyber effect to military systems in Vietnam following the June 

2020 Cycldek incident. This section of the literature argues that cyber operations are an 

effective instrument in conflict short of war (Buchanan 2020; Harknett and Smeets 2020b; 

Harknett and Fischerkeller 2019; Kello 2017; Warner 2019). In the context of increased 
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maritime tension between the countries, this would be a situation where it would be plausible 

expect a disruptive cyber operation. However, despite taking administrative control over 

territory that Vietnam has claimed sovereignty over, China was seemingly not interested in 

escalating the situation, which the meeting between the Chinese Defence Minister and the 

Ambassador of Vietnam to China could be an indication of. Implementing disruptive effects 

on the military systems in Vietnam could have been understood as an act of escalation in a 

situation that was already tense. Accordingly, the use of disruptive effects could be regarded 

as counter-productive to the aim of increasing control over the region while at the same time 

holding tensions at a level of control. Military conflict in the region would disrupt Sea Lines 

of Communication, which would countervail several of the Chinese objectives in the region. 

Therefore, an escalated conflict with Vietnam is likely not China's wish in the situation. 

Rather, the extraction of information would have aided the effort of controlling tensions in 

line with Chinese objectives through a decision advantage.  

 

Mustang Panda is another actor that has been active in Vietnam. The cyber unit has mainly 

been observed targeting government entities and politically oriented NGOs (Côté Cyr 2022). 

A specific incident was aimed at political entities in Vietnam. The lure documents used in 

targeting dates the activity between November 2018 and August 2019. Based on these 

documents, one report assessed that the Communist Party of Vietnam (CVP) was the primary 

target. Other targets included the CVP of Lang Song Province in Vietnam, the CVP of Lao 

Cai Province in Vietnam and the Embassy of Vietnam in China. The lure document sent to 

the Vietnam embassy in China had a military theme and highlighted that no civilian ships 

were allowed within the area of the exercise (Anomali Threat Research 2019).  

 

The context of these incidents has several aspects. Firstly, Vietnamese diplomacy has been 

described as historically unobtrusive towards China, preferring not to increase tension 

between the countries. In the context of these incidents, the beginning of 2018 marked a 

change in this preference. In March, the president of Vietnam Tran Dai Quang, met with 

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and issued a joint statement to continue defence 

collaboration. They also pledged to uphold freedom of navigation and overflight in the South 

China Sea. Secondly, at the beginning of March, the CVP allowed a US aircraft carrier access 

to Vietnam for the first time since the Vietnam War. This signalled a closer military 

partnership between the US and Vietnam (Grossman 2018). Lastly, this period marked the 

preparation to a summit between US President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim 
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Jong Un, which was hosted in Hanoi, Vietnam. Reports stated that Kim arrived in the border 

province of Lang Song ahead of the summit (Regan 2019). The meeting marked a possible 

change in the hostile relationship between the US and North Korea, which would be 

development that China would be interested in monitoring, as it could influence the existing 

power dynamics in the region. Overall, this targeting illuminates a specific interest in political 

targets in Vietnam. Taking the targeting and context into consideration, the intrusions could 

give access to private information on how the diplomatic and military relationship between 

other states with a presence in the region developed. Particularly, closer military cooperation 

between the Vietnam and the US and India could be a source of uncertainty for China, 

particularly in relation to the territorial disputes between the two neighbouring countries. 

Consequently, by alleviating this uncertainty the information extraction in this period could 

be connected to an interest in gaining a decision advantage.   

 

Mustang Panda has been known to use the ASEAN summit as a bait to infect individuals who 

are attending the summit. This tactic has allowed the cyber unit to target a broad range of 

individuals, as the ASEAN association comprises ten member countries in Southeast Asia. 

(Malhotra, An, and McKay 2022). ASEAN has also been a target of the cyber unit APT30. A 

report from 2015 revealed a decade-long operation focused on targets – government and 

commercial – who hold key political, economic, and military information about the region. 

Most of the social engineering efforts suggest the group is particularly interested in regional, 

political, military, and economic issues, disputed territories, and media organizations and 

journalists who report on topics related to China and the government’s legitimacy. Entities in 

Vietnam and Malaysia had been targeted, in addition to Thailand, South Korea and India. The 

actors have also been particularly interested in governments associated with ASEAN, 

especially around official meetings in ASEAN (FireEye 2015).  

 

Furthermore, in 2020 APT30, several national government entities in the Asia Pacific 

(APAC) region were targeted. A report named national governments in Vietnam and the 

Philippines as targets, in addition to the governments of Australia, Indonesia, Thailand, 

Myanmar and Brunei. The targeted government entities include ministries of foreign affairs, 

science and technology ministries, as well as government-owned companies (Check Point 

Research 2020). While lacking detailed information, which inhibits clear contextualisation of 

these incidents, these reports are included because they emphasise an important aspect of 

Chinese cyber units’ activity in the region: the targeting of political entities. The government's 
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publicly stated policy objectives range from military, political, and economic interests. The 

targeting of government entities could underscore an interest in achieving a decision 

advantage within these more general areas through cyber operations because it could give 

access to the private information these entities and government representatives have access to 

on relations to China in various policy areas. Overall, this could reduce uncertainty and thus 

aid in developing more efficient policies in central areas of interest for the Chinese 

government towards the government in the South China Sea and the broader region of 

Southeast Asia.  

 

Comparing openly available information on targeting in Taiwan, Vietnam, Malaysia, and the 

Philippines results in some patterns of interest. Concerning targeting in Taiwan, incidents are 

aimed at the government or critical infrastructure. This activity could be understood in two 

ways. Firstly, it could be a means of signalling a compellent threat in an effort to force the 

government in Taiwan to change its stance on relations with mainland China. Secondly, 

extracting information from these targets could be understood as an effort to achieve a 

decision advantage, which could aid in developing the next policy steps to incorporate Taiwan 

into mainland China. Accordingly, the cyber unit activity in Taiwan is mainly aligned with 

the policy objective of the unification of Taiwan in China. 

 

Furthermore, publicly available information on the targeting of Vietnam shows that cyber unit 

intrusions is aligned with political and military disputes. Specifically, the territorial disputes 

in the South China Sea are a prominent context for intrusions. The effect in targeted systems 

in Taiwan is classified as information extraction. Therefore, the activity can be described as 

an effort to achieve a decision advantage to develop future policy in relations to Vietnam.  

 

Related to the Philippines, the intrusions are also aligned with policy objectives related to 

territorial disputes. However, this conflict has been conducted more clearly through legal 

platforms, which is mirrored in the targets chosen for intrusion, among them the Department 

of Justice in the Philippines. In the case of the Philippines, the goal of the intrusions has been 

information extraction, indicating an effort to achieve a decision advantage in these areas of 

central interest.  

 

Targeting in Malaysia has seemingly less of a military or legal dimension. Rather, the 

targeting could be regarded as aligned with economic interests in the region, especially related 
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to the BRI. One intrusion at an offshore energy company could, however, be said to be 

aligned with territorial interests, specifically when considering the intrusion's context. 

Concerning the incidents in Malaysia, they are all classified as information extraction. 

Therefore, the activity could be understood as an effort to achieve a decision advantage, either 

to reduce uncertainty on territorial issues or to improve domestic economic capabilities.  

 

The conclusion that this activity could be described as a decision advantage is supported by 

the fact that some of the cyber units that have been analysed in-depth in this chapter have 

been attributed to the Chinese Ministry of State Security (MSS), which is the organization 

responsible for coordination Chinese foreign intelligence operations (Lowenthal 2017, 499). 

APT41 was connected to MSS in an indictment from the US Department of Justice 

(Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs 2020), while APT40 has been connected to 

the Hainan Province State Security Department, an arm of the Ministry of State Security 

(MSS) (Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs 2021).  

 

When Chinese cyber units actively conduct information extraction aligned with the state’s 

foreign policy objectives, this could create a situation in which the Chinese government 

possesses more information than the adversary. Specifically, the state possesses greater 

knowledge about the adversary's decision-making compared to what the adversary knows 

about the state's decision-making. This is especially relevant considering the high number of 

government and military targets listed in my dataset. As a result, China could experience 

reduced uncertainty in its decision-making processes relative to its adversaries in the South 

China Sea region. This situation translates into having more options and the ability to choose 

among them with enhanced certainty, timeliness, and impact. Consequently, Chinese 

decision-makers are able to anticipate and respond to threats and opportunities more 

effectively and gain an edge over their adversaries in various domains (as per Sims 2022). 

Related to this, a Chinese decision advantage in the South China Sea region could be 

understood as a source of power because support in developing policies which shape 

circumstances to the advantage of China. Consequently, this could result in a higher degree of 

outcomes in line with the states policy objectives.  
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7 Suggestions for Future Research  
The analysis established that Chinese cyber units have been active in retrieving information 

from systems related to the South China Sea and that the targets chosen for this activity align 

with political objectives in the region through the context in which they occur. The analysis 

yields two separate implications. Firstly, it is important to broaden the empirical scope toward 

activity described as information extraction. Secondly, it is valuable to research the alignment 

between policy objectives and cyber operations. In the following, I will detail other potential 

avenues for future research on cyber operations and the phenomenon’s impact on 

international relations.  

 

The analysis described APT30’s activities toward governments in the ASEAN region. A 

suggestion for future research following this would be to include other states with interests in 

the region. This research could further aid in understanding how China applies cyber 

operations in general in the region – seeing as this thesis has established that Chinese cyber 

operations and policy objectives are indeed aligned. Furthermore, this research could use the 

methods developed in this thesis to conduct the analysis. It could further serve to develop an 

understanding of how China is utilizing cyber operations as a source of influential power in 

its international relations.  

 

The analysis also illuminated a Chinese interest in targets in the US, in this case, related to 

territorial strife in the South China Sea. Therefore, a suggestion for future research would be a 

structured analysis of all the publicly available incidents in the US that have been attributed to 

China. The research would likely require significant data collection. However, using the steps 

for data collection developed in this thesis, it could serve to significantly develop the 

understanding of Chinese cyber operations toward entities in the US. The existing literature 

focuses strongly on the theft of intellectual property, and this has been regarded as a danger to 

national security in the US. Structured research into Chinese cyber operations in the US and 

how it is aligned with policy through the context in which it occurs could serve to broaden the 

perspective away from intellectual property, alternatively to confirm the Chinese cyber unit 

activity towards the US mainly consist of theft of intellectual property.  

 

Another interesting avenue for future research is Russian cyber unit activity leading up to and 

during the war in Ukraine. In a report from the Ukrainian government, it was stated that 70 
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percent of incidents were likely for the purpose of gathering intelligence (State Service of 

Special Communication and Information Protection of Ukraine 2023). Microsoft has 

corroborated these findings, stating that the Federal Security Service (FSB), was particularly 

active in retrieving information from political targets, such as national and local governments 

in Ukraine in the first months of the war (Microsoft Digital Security Unit 2022). As the 

theoretical framework in this thesis stipulated, cyber operations could serve a dual purpose – 

both as disruption or destruction and to gather information that could be relevant to more 

traditional aspects of warfare. An analysis of the activity in Ukraine could serve to illuminate 

this further. Additionally, a structured analysis of how Russian cyber units’ cyber operations 

are aligned with policy objectives could aid in understanding how Russia is utilizing cyber 

operations in the larger context of warfare in Ukraine.  

 

Another option is to conduct a comparative study of at least two central cyber powers of 

which there exists a feasible amount of empirical information on cyber operations. One option 

would be China and Russia. The fact that there exists a feasible amount of information on 

these states’ activities opens for comparison, while also limiting the dangers of biased or 

skewed inferences. An analysis comparing cases – such as China and Russia – would increase 

our understanding of the (dis)alignment of cyber operations and foreign policy. The novel 

theoretical framework and methodological approach that I have developed in this thesis could 

support this effort of acquiring a more nuanced understanding of the impact of cyber 

operations on international relations in future research. 

 

The literature review indirectly illuminated a central characteristic of the academic debate in 

the West: Most of the discussion has been based in US academic circles. However, there has 

been little focus on how the US perceives this threat. The reason seems to be the lack of 

openly available information on the concrete activity by the US. The main point is that 

understanding how the US perceived the threat could aid in distinguishing between analytical 

assessments that are a result of a perceived threat rather than actual activity. The field of 

research on cyber operations is in an early stage of development. Accordingly, it could be 

valuable to establish a what assessments are likely a result of a perceived threat. As the 

literature review showed, parts of the literature have been heavily focused on theoretical 

concepts, at times without grounding these in structured empirical analysis. Furthermore, 

changing perceptions is difficult, despite information to the contrary being presented. To 

achieve this research objective, it could be helpful to analyse a combination of US doctrinal 
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texts and the academic debate. The methods applied to this analysis could be a textual 

analysis, such as a discourse analysis, to identify the common representations of the cyber 

threat appearing in this material. This research strategy would be feasible because through a 

discourse analysis it is possible to establish how actors perceive the world, which would aid in 

defining how a threat is perceived (Bratberg 2021).   

 

If future research were to corroborate the findings of this thesis – that information advantage 

serves to describe some of the activity – a potential path for future research could be to 

analyse the relationship between decision advantage and the security dilemma. The security 

dilemma assumes that a central dynamic of conflict in state relations is uncertainty over 

others’ intentions (Jervis 1978, 62). The dilemma has held an important position in the 

analysis of international relations for decades. The continued relevance of this concept would 

therefore be interesting to explore. The assumption would be that if cyber operations are 

developed to gain access more efficiently to private information and therefore reduce 

uncertainty on other states’ intentions, the central dynamic of this dilemma could be 

impacted. For example, Jervis (1978, 199) states that the security dilemma could be 

ameliorated if states are able to distinguish between offensive and defensive capabilities. 

Therefore, if states have access to private information on the characteristics of capabilities, 

the security dilemma could be ameliorated. A potential strategy for achieving this analytical 

objective could be to develop game theoretical models incorporating a change in this 

assumption of the concept of the security dilemma. This research could build on already 

existing models.  
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8 Conclusion  
 My analysis of likely Chinese cyber operations indicates that the activity of Chinese cyber 

units is aligned with policy objectives. Specifically, I argue that they align in three areas.  

The first is the objective of safeguarding national sovereignty and territorial integrity in the 

South China Sea. This objective becomes apparent through several intrusions targeted at 

entities, such as the military, in the context of increased tension in territorial disputes. This 

finding is especially apparent in Chinese relations with Vietnam and the Philippines, of which 

there is a long-standing dispute over the Spratly Islands and the Paracel Islands, respectively. 

The activity conducted by Chinese cyber units to targets in Vietnam and the Philippines has 

exclusively been described as information extraction. The alignment between cyber 

operations and policy objectives opens up to an interpretation of this cyber activity as a 

Chinese effort to achieve a decision advantage in relations with Vietnam and the Philippines.  

 

A second objective is a commercial interest through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The 

alignment between this objective and cyber unit activity has been made evident through the 

targeting of a Malaysian political party and railway construction company in the context of a 

potential contract of developing infrastructure in the country. The activity was described as 

information extraction. As highlighted, infrastructure development is achieved through a 

contract with the local government. In this process, private information is important to gain an 

advantage compared to other contestants for the contract. Therefore, the activity could be 

described as decision advantage.  

 

The third policy objective is to unite Taiwan in mainland China. Cyber operations against 

targets in Taiwan had in one incident a disruptive character, while the rest is classified as 

information extraction. Most of the targets chosen for intrusions have been part of what the 

government in Taiwan regards as critical infrastructure, such as energy, telecommunications, 

banking and finance, central and local governments, and high-tech industry (Administration 

for Cyber Security 2022). The context of these intrusions has been elections in Taiwan or 

periods of heightened tensions between the two countries. The effect of incidents and the 

context could lead to a twofold interpretation of cyber operations against targets in Taiwan. 

Firstly, the disruptive activity could be understood as an effort to create compellent effects 

towards the government in Taiwan, where the activity signals a threat of future harm. This 

effect could be strengthened by the fact that the government in Taiwan regards this activity as 
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a threat to critical infrastructure, as the analysis illuminated (Cheung, Ripley, and Gladys 

2021). Secondly, information extraction – particularly from government systems – could be 

understood as an effort to achieve a decision advantage by reducing the uncertainty of how 

Taiwan might act towards China in the future.  

 

Overall, my analysis suggests an alignment between policy and practice in this area of state 

activity. The practice is mainly classified as information extraction. Based on the alignment 

between policy and practice of information extraction, I conclude that China conducts cyber 

operations in and related to the South China Sea for the purpose of achieving a decision 

advantage. Decision advantage signifies a situation where a state has achieved a reduced level 

of uncertainty about other states’ intentions and capabilities because it has access to private 

information about these aspects through the exfiltration of information. In an extension of 

this, decision advantage could be understood as a source of power because it could lend a 

hand in developing more efficient policies toward other states, resulting in a higher degree of 

outcomes in line with the state's policy objectives.  

 

My findings in this thesis contradict parts of the literature, which expects cyber operations to 

be used in conjunction with military force (see i.e., Egloff and Shires 2021; Smeets 2018) or 

as an instrument of disruptive or destructive effects in conflicts short of war (Buchanan 2020; 

Harknett and Smeets 2020b; Harknett and Fischerkeller 2019; Kello 2017; Warner 2019). 

Clearly, a single case study cannot provide a definite link between policy and practice. 

Therefore, wider investigations should develop this idea to show that behaviour in 

cyberspace, to some extent, could be predicted by policy objectives. This fact is overlooked in 

much of the literature, and our understanding of this should be expanded in future research. 

The simple reason for this is that to understand the utility of cyber operations in international 

politics; we must understand whether or how it functions as an instrument of achieving a 

state’s foreign policy objectives. An analysis comparing cases – such as China and Russia – 

would increase our understanding of the (dis)alignment of cyber operations and foreign 

policy. The novel theoretical framework and methodological approach I developed in this 

thesis could support this effort to acquire a more nuanced understanding of this dynamic in 

future research.  
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9 Appendix 
 

9.1 List of Incidents in the South China Sea from 2005-2023 

The list is an overview of all publicly reported incidents occurring in the South China Sea 

region from around 2005 to 2023. In addition to these incidents, there is more generalized 

information, such as the sectors the cyber units commonly target.   

 

Threat 

Actor 

Year Target Target Sector Effect Source 

APT30 2005  

--> 

Vietnam Government and 

commercial 

Information 

extraction 

Alintanahin (2015). 

APT30 2005  

--> 

Malaysia Government and 

Commercial 

Information 

extraction 

Alintanahin  (2015). 

APT1 2007 Taiwan Electronics company Information 

extraction 

Alperovitch (2011, 

4, 7) 

APT1 2007 Taiwan Government owned 

technology company 

Information 

extraction 

Alperovitch (2011, 

6–7) 

APT1 2008 Taiwan Government Information 

extraction, 

surveillance 

Alperovitch (2011, 

8) 

APT1 2011 Taiwan Government Information 

extraction 

Alperovitch (2011, 

4, 7) 

APT1  2011 Vietnam Government Information 

extraction 

Alperovitch (2011, 

4, 7) 

BlackTech 2014 Taiwan Government and 

administration 

Information 

extraction 

Alintanahin (2014) 

APT40 2014-

2015 

US US universities with 

military interest, 

most frequently 

related to the navy 

Information 

extraction 

Proofpoint  

(2017) 
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APT30 2015 Vietnam Likely energy sector, 

global political 

representatives, local 

IT service 

companies, 

government 

ministries controlling 

media and news 

organisations, and 

local law enforce-

ment agencies 

Information 

extraction 

Baumgartner & 

Golovkin (2015) 

APT30 2015 Philippines Likely energy sector, 

global political 

representatives, local 

IT service 

companies, 

government 

ministries controlling 

media and news 

organisations, and 

local law 

enforcement 

agencies 

Information 

extraction 

Baumgartner & 

Golovkin 

(Baumgartner and 

Golovkin 2015) 

APT30 2015 Malaysia Likely energy sector, 

global political 

representatives, local 

IT service 

companies, 

government 

ministries controlling 

media and news 

organisations, and 

local law 

Information 

extraction 

Baumgartner & 

Golovkin 

(Baumgartner and 

Golovkin 2015) 
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enforcement 

agencies 

APT40 2015 Taiwan Government, heavy 

industry 

Information 

extraction 

FireEye (2015) 

APT40 2015 Philippines Military agencies Information 

extraction 

Alintanahin  

(2015) 

APT40 2015 Philippines Department of 

Justice 

Information 

extraction 

Proofpoint  

(2017) 

APT40 2016 Taiwan Executive Yuan Information 

extraction 

Ray et.al. (2016) 

APT40 2016 Taiwan Energy sector Information 

extraction 

Ray et.al. (2016) 

APT3 2017 Vietnam Telecommunications, 

science and 

technology research, 

education 

Information 

extraction 

Symantec (2019) 

APT3 2017 Philippines  Telecommunications, 

science and 

technology research, 

education 

Information 

extraction 

Symantec (2019) 

APT40 2017 Malaysia Rail corporation Information 

extraction 

United States 

District Court 

Southern District of 

California (2019, 6) 

APT40 2017 Malaysia Political party  Information 

extraction 

United States 

District Court 

Southern District of 

California (2019, 6) 

APT40 2017-

2018 

South 

China Sea 

Maritime industry, 

engineering, research 

institutes, private 

firms in the US 

Information 

extraction 

United States 

District Court 

Southern District of 

California (2019, 6) 
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APT30 2018 Vietnam Likely defence, 

energy or 

government 

Information 

extraction 

Check Point 

Research (2020) 
 

APT40 2018 US US navy contractor Information 

extraction 

Liptak (2018) 

BlackTech 2019 Taiwan Media  Information 

extraction 

Symantec(2020) 

Chimera 2020 Taiwan Superconductor 

industry 

Information 

extraction 

CyCraft 

Technology(2020a). 

APT17  2020 Malaysia Unknown 
 

Glyer et.al (2020b). 

APT17  2020 Philippines Unknown 
 

Glyer et.al (2020b). 

APT27 2020 Vietnam Government, 

military 

Information 

extraction 

Kaspersky(2021). 

APT30 2020 Vietnam Likely government 

entities 

Information 

extraction 

Check Point 

Research (2020). 

APT30 2020 Philippines Likely government 

entities  

Information 

extraction 

Check Point 

Research (2020) 

APT41 2020 Taiwan CPC corporation, 

semiconductor 

vendor, Chunghwa 

Telecom, eight other 

organizations in 

critical infrastructure 

Disruption CyCraft Technology 

(2020b) 

BlackTech 2020 Taiwan Government Unknown CyCraft 

Technology(2020c) 

BlackTech August 

2019-

June 

2020 

Taiwan Media Company  Likely 

information 

extraction 

Symantec(2020) 

BlackTech August 

2019-

March 

2020 

Taiwan Finance Company Likely 

information 

Extraction  

Symantec(2020) 
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BlackTech March 

2020 

Taiwan Electronics Company  Likely 

information 

extraction  

Symantec(2020) 

Goblin 

Panda 

2020-

2021 

Vietnam Government, 

military, health, 

diplomacy, 

education, politics 

Information 

extraction 

Kaspersky(2021). 

APT40 2021 Malaysia Kasawari Gas 

Project 

Information 

extraction 

Raggi & Scenarelli 

(2022) 

Bronze 

Butler 

2021 Southeast 

Asia 

Government  Information 

extraction 

Check Point 

Research (2023) 

TAG-22 2021 Philippines Department of 

Information and 

Communications 

Technology 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  (2021) 

TAG-22 2021 Taiwan The Industrial 

Technology 

Research Institute 

(ITRI)  

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  (2021) 

TAG-22 2021 Taiwan Universities Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  (2021) 

APT10 2022 Taiwan Financial sector Information 

extraction 

CyCraft Technology 

(2022) 

APT40 2022 Malaysia Offshore energy Information 

extraction 

Raggi & Scenarelli 

(2022) 

APT40 2022 Taiwan Yunlin Offshore 

windfarm 

Unknown Raggi & Scenarelli 

(2022) 

RedAlpha 2019-

2022 

Taiwan American Chamber 

of Commerce 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  

(2022) 

RedAlpha 2019-

2022 

Taiwan Democratic 

Progressive Party 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  

(2022) 

RedAlpha 2019-

2022 

Taiwan American Institute in 

Taiwan 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  

(2022) 
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RedAlpha 2019-

2022 

Taiwan Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  

(2022) 

RedAlpha 2019-

2022 

Vietnam Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs 

Information 

extraction 

Insikt Group  

(2022) 
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